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Asst. Dean
doubles as
NCAA guru
BY ELISE TAYLOR
Heights Editor
From an outside perspective, it seems
that former Boston Collegeoffensive lineman and team captain Anthony Castonzo,
BC ?ll, has the quintessential dreamfootball story. A starter by his freshman year,
Castonzo had a record-setting career that
included paving theway forBC?s 5,924 yards
in total offense in 2007, starting 54 total
games, and receiving a National Football
Foundation National Scholar Award. His

indisputable talent was soon recognized
by the NFL, and upon graduation he was
drafted as a first round pick by the Indianapolis Colts.
But this seemingly smooth path from
college football to theprofessionalleagueis
no doubt trickier then it seems. One has to
deal with agents, advisors, training camps,
unions, vetted interest, all while making
sure one does not violate any NCAA rules
in the process. And with the NCAA rulebook clocking in at 474 pages, the latter is
difficult to navigate. That is where Warren
Zola comes in.
Zola, assistant dean of the Carroll
AlEx TRAUTWIG / HEIGHTSEDITOR

ESPN commentator Steve Levy (above left) served as the hostfor the second annual Ice Jam event, officially kicking off BC?s hockey and basketball seasons with games and prizes.

See Zola, A4

SECOND ICE JAM A SLAM DUNK
Steve Levy hosted the second Ice Jam event,
featuring a bigger crowd than its inaugural year

In order to get more students to come,
James DiLoreto, associate athletic director, said that hefilled this year?s event with
many contests and celebrities.

BY ANSON PETRICK
For The Heights

was ESPN commentator Steve Levy, who
was the host for the evening. He opened
the event with a short speech about BC
athleticsbefore introducing the teams.

One of the celebrities in attendance
year with an even bigger crowd than its
inaugural year.

Droves of students flocked to Conte
Forum last Thursday for Ice Jam 2011.
The floor in Conte was divided with one

half as a hardwoodbasketball court and
the other half as an ice hockey rink. The
event, which highlights BC?s hockey and
basketball programscelebrated its second

Through blast e-mailsand special offers through selectresidentialadvisers, the
athletics departmentwas ableto promote
Ice Jamto more studentsthan they hadthe
previous year. The first 1,500 attendees
received free Ice Jam 2011 t-shirts. The
departmentalso created a viral videowith
Craig Smith to attract attention.

The women?s hockey and basketball
programs were introduced before the
men?s basketball program. Before each
team came out onto the floor, a short,
humorousvideo presentationofeach program was shown on the jumbotrons.

BC petitions
for federal
Pell Grants

?

?

ber institutions, Rev. GregLucey, S.J., president of the AJCU, said recent legislation
has alreadyresulted in cuts to student aid

women?s hockey teams tookshots at four

inside of a goal to see who could
take out the targets the fastest.
The jersey switch was one of several
surprises of the night.Professional dancer
Snap Boogie posed as a member on the
targets

See Ice Jam, A4
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(above) will be speaking with

Warren Zola
Congress on Tuesday about the impacts of
NCAA violations on student athletes.

BC remains a top producer
of Fulbright scholars
University ranks
eighth among
research schools

BY TAYLOUR KUMPI
News Editor
Given the prospect that Pell Grants
could be cut as part of Washington?s efforts to cut its deficit, the Association of
Jesuit Colleges and Universities (AJCU) is
encouraging college administrators, faculty,
staff andstudents to sign a nationalpetition
in support of federal student aid.
The United States Congress Joint Committee on DeficitReductionhas plans to cut
thedeficit by $1.2 trillion by Nov. 23, and in
a recently proposed budget for fiscal year
2012,Republicansin the U.S. House of Representatives hope to cut $2.3 billion from
the Federal Pell Grant program, a federal
financial aid program that primarily helps
low-incomeundergraduates.
The amount of money individual students get from the program each year
will remain the same, but the number of
students eligiblefor the grants will change.
By counting Social Security benefits and
the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) as
?income,? many students would effectively
be pushed out of the program.
BC students receive approximately
$4.8 million annually in Pell Grants with
$5,500 maximum per student and the
effect of their loss wouldbe widely felt on
campus, said University Spokesman Jack
Dunn. ?It varies year to year, based on
need, but in 2010-2011, 1,188 BC students
received Pell grants.?
In a letter to presidents of AJCU mem-

For the men?s hockey team introduction, ?Junior Eagles? dressed in hockey
jerseys took to the ice and skated around
the rink a few times. Not long after this
display, the real hockey team arrived and
played a round of hockey with them.
Later, playersfrom boththe men?s and the

BY SAMANTHA COSTANZO
For The Heights
This year, Boston College will send
21 graduates and graduate students to
countries around the world in the name

of educationand research thanks to the J.
William Fulbright Grant program.
BC usually ranks among the top producers of Fulbright scholars, and the
2011-2012 school year is no exception.
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of more than $3O billion.
?We simply cannot have Congress balancing thebudget on thebacksof students,?
Lucey said. ?It is time to push backandshow
that the investment of Pell Grants andother
campus-basedaid programs is criticalif the
U.S. is to remain globallycompetitive.?
The Student Aid Alliance, the higher
educationcoalitionof AJCU, and 61 other
highereducationassociations, havecreated
a petition in support of federal student aid
that will be sent to Capitol Hill.
Tom Keady, vice president of governmental community affairs, encourages
membersof the BC community to sign the
AJCU petition, asking Congress not to cut
Pell Grants. ?The highereducation community, under the umbrella of the Student Aid
Alliance, is now activating all colleges and

universities across the U.S. to sign a national
petition in support of federalstudent aid,?

he said. ?In the past Reconciliation bills
and the Budget Control Act, student aid
has lost over $3O billion to pay down the
deficit, and there is fear that we will lose
evenmore funding.?
?The goal is to havethousands of signatures on this petition, which we will send
to Congress to show visible support for
maintaining federal student aid programs,
without cutting Pell Grants or other programs to pay down the deficit,? Keady said.
?It is time to push back and tell Congress
not to balance the budget on the backs of
students.?
The petition can be found at http://action.studentaidalliance.org/5371/save-stu-

dent-aid-statement.n

BC congratulated five more winners this
year than last year, keeping up its trend of

steadily increasing thenumber of Fulbright
scholars over the years.Seventy-three students applied to the programthis year, and
over 160 BC graduates have participated
in the program in the past decade. The
University ranks eighth among research
universities in The Chronicle of Higher
Education?s list of top Fulbrightproducers,
outranking several Ivy League universities,
including Harvard University, who had 20
winners. BC also ranked 18 spots ahead
of the University of Notre Dame, who had
12 winners.
?It is really a combinationof bright and

SeeFulbrights,

Liberal arts symposium
puts spotlight on science
BY TANNER EDWARDS
Heights Staff
Boston College?s Institute for the Liberal
Arts brought a quartet of speakers to the
Heights Saturdayfor a symposium entitled
?Science in the Liberal Arts University:
Why it Matters to Us All.? The summit was
the second such event in as many years for
the Institute founded in 2010, and featured
lectures on the role of the sciences in the

need for the humanities, social sciences,
sciences, and professional schools to work
together on educating people about these
issues and searching for solutions,? said
Mary Crane, director of theInstitute for the

the liberal arts through an array
of topics.
?We wanted to find speakers who could

Liberal Arts.
ElizabethKolbert, a New Yorkerstaff writer andavid climatologychronicler, kickedoff
the symposium with a discussion on climate
change, man?s role in it, and society?s view of
the controversy. She considered the notion
of the ?anthropocene,? the idea that we?re
living in a geological era primarily defined
by humanity?s impact on the environment.

talkabout important issues from a scientific
perspective andwhowouldalso address the

See Science, A4
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to do on campus thisweek

IN THE NEWS

Pierre Manent Lecture

1

Tuesday
Time: 4:30 p.m.
Location: Gasson
100

Come listen to Pierre Manent, director of studies
at the graduate school of
social sciences in Paris,
France as he speaks on political philosophy in
Gasson 100. This lecture is presented by the
Clough Center for the Study of Constitutional
Democracy.

Rachel DiFazio, a nurse practioner with
the cerebral palsy (CP) program at Children?s
Hospital Boston and a Ph.D student at Boston College?s Connell School of Nursing, was
awarded a Patient Services Research Grant.
With the grant, DiFazio launched a survey-

Time: 2 p.m.
Location: Maloney250
Stop by Maloney Hall and use Skillscan
self-assessment to determine what career

based research study to determinethe effects
that CP hip and spine surgeries have on patients and their families. DiFazio?s survey is
aimed at children whose CP is more severe,
whereas previous surveys have focused on

path to take, presented by the Career
Center?s SophomoreQuest program.

children with less severe cases.
DiFazio will interview the families of the
CP surgery recipients before surgery, six weeks
after, threemonths after, six months after, and
one year after surgery. The Vector, the science
and clinical innovation blog of Children?s Hopsital Boston, reported that the families of these
children, whose CP severity level has not been

Beth raymer Lecture on Lay the Favorite

Wednesday
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Devlin 101
Listen to a lecture by Beth Raymer,
author of Lay the Favorite, which talks

widely studied, are eager to participateand talk
about how their children are doing.

The Press-Enterprise,a newspaper in in Riverside,
Calif., reported that a transgender student who
identifies as female alleges that she was expelled
from California Baptist University. Domaine Javier, the student, says that she was expelled after
she revealed on an MTV reality show that she is
biologically male. Javier said that the University
sent her a letter in August before coming to the
University saying she was expelled for ?committing or attempting to engagein fraud? by identifying herself as female on her application.

LOCAL NEWS
Miss USA visits Boston in support

of Sunday?s ?Race for the Cure?
The Boston Globe reported that Alyssa Campanella, the 21-year-old who was crowned Miss USA
four months ago, visited Boston last week for the
first time in her life to advocate for breast cancer
research and education. Her visit was hosted by
New Balance, who is a sponsor for the Susan G.
Komen Massachusetts Race for the Cure which
was held in South Boston yesterday. The Globe
reported that breast cancer is a disease that has
effected Campanella?s own family.

about her experiences in the highstakes world of sports betting.

FEATURED STORY

Offices begin relocation to 129 Lake St.
payable, or benefitsadministration. The building will also be
accessible to BC employees via
the BC shuttle bus service. The
shuttle service will include two
stops on the Brighton Campus
every 30 minutes.
?This is a win-win situation
for these departments and for
the University employees who
interact with them,? said Leo
Sullivan,Vice Presidentfor Hu-

BY DANIEL TONKOVICH
Heights Editor

Adding to the daytimepopulation of the Brighton Campus
and another sign of the execution of the InstitutionalMaster
Plan, the Human Resources,
Finance, and Auxiliary Services divisions are relocating
to the newlyrenovatedadministration building at 129 Lake
Street.
The move of some 120 employeescurrentlyworking in St.
Thomas More and Rubenstein
Halls to the 129Lake St. building commenced on Friday with
the move of the Office of the
Financial Vice President and
Finance and Human Resource
Technology Consultants. Offices will continue to relocate
this week with the treasury and
budget offices moving to the
building today. Auxiliary Services, Dining Services Administration, Transportation and
Parking, and Financial Management Systems will transfer
their administrativeoffices to
the building on Tuesday and
Wednesday. The last function
to move to theproperty will be
the Human Resources Service
Center and Human Resources
Information Technology on
Nov. 16.

DaNiel lee

/ heightS Staff

Renovations of buildings on the Brighton Campus (above) have allowedfor therelocation of offices from Main Campus.
The new locationwill provide dent and Treasurer in a statethe departments with central- ment. ?Some of the departments
ized space for administrative will bemoved during weekends
personnel, as well as improve to avoid disruptions to the BC
workflow and enhance exist- community.?
In addition to the centralized
ing services for the University?s
3,200 employees.
administrative operations, the
?Our overall goal was to facility has designated office
provide a new and efficient space for Metropolitan Life,
work space for administrators TIAA-CREF and FidelityInvestand staff, without allowing any ments representatives who inreduction in services,? saidPeter teract frequently with University
McKenzie,FinancialVice Presiemployees. The representatives

had previously shared conference space on the third floor of
More Hall. The administrative
facility will also feature a new
dining facility: Cafe 129. The
cafe will serve breakfast and
lunch on weekdays between 8
a.m. and 4 p.m.
129Lake Street will havedesignated 15-minutevisitor parking spots for BC employees to
conductbusiness with human resources, cash services, accounts

manResources, in a statement.
?We look forward to making
this transition as seamless as
possible, and to enjoying the
benefits of new office spacefor
many years to come.?
The opening of 129 Lake
Street will be followed by the
opening of the 2121 Commonwealth Avenue building
in March. 2121 will house the
operations of the University
Advancement division and
complete the relocation of
offices in More Hall to the
Brighton Campus. More Hall,
constructed in 1955, is slated
to be razed in the fall of 2012
to make way for a new490-bed
residence hall that will be constructed beginningin the spring
of 2013. The new residence hall
will be the first major building
constructed in Boston under
the University?s Institutional
Master Plan. n

POLICE BLOTTER

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL

10/24/11-10/28/11

?What?s the best Halloween costume you
saw this weekend??

Monday, oct. 24

8:00 p.m. A report was filed regarding an underage, intoxicated party
who was transportedto a primary care
facility from Maloney Hall.
-

2:40 p.m. Areport was filedregarding
informationreceived from thelincoln
-

Mass. policedepartment pertaining to
arest raining orderandthreats madeby
the defendant of the order.Both parties are season ticketholdersto Boston
college athletic events. the lincoln
Police will be investigating further.

3:37 p.m. A report was filed regarding
drug paraphernaliaand a smallamount
of marijuana foundinside a Bc student?s
residenceby a Bc residentDirector and

?An eight-man Chinese
dragon.?
?Rachel Saunders,
csoM ?l4

8:20 p.m. A report was filed regarding assistance provided to a Bc
-

student who attempted to physically
harm herself in Gasson Hall. the
victim was transported to a medical
facility.

-

resident Assistant while conducting a
health and wellness check. the items
were

confiscated.

4:52 p.m.

Areport was filed regarding
a student who reported that an unidentified male followed her home to her
-

off-campusresidence.theBoston Police
responded and spoke with the reporting party. the suspect was not located
in the area.

2:04 p.m. A report was filed regarding
the discovery ofdrug paraphernaliadur ing a health and safety inspection in 66
commonwealthAve.
-

Thursday, oct. 27
-

-

Friday, oct. 28

A report

was

the scene.
1:10 a.m. A report was filed regarding a Bc student who was placed under arrest in lower Dining Hall. the
student was booked at BcPD and will
be arraigned at the Brighton District

court.

.

5:34 a.m. A report was filed regarding
a fire alarmactivation in the Archdio cese of Boston buildings.
-

?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

?A girl who was dressed as
Mary Ann?s.?
?Brian Benenati,
A&s ?l3

Source: NatioNal

Weather Service
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-

filed re-

garding a larceny in o?Neill library.

?I didn?t see any.?
?Kieron Timmons,
A&s ?l3

12:01 a.m. A report was filed regarding individuals found to be using
marijuana in Vanderslice Hall. Drug
paraphernaliawas also confiscated at

-

Wednesday, oct. 26

11:31 a.m.

10:47 p.m. A report was filed regarding the discovery of drug paraphernalia
during a health and safety inspection
in Vanderslice Hall.

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

Transgender student expelled
from California Baptist University

CSON Ph.D student launches study
of effects of cerebral palsy surgeries

Wednesday

3

UNIVERSITY

ON CAMPUS

sophomore Quest skillscan workshop

2

Monday, october 31, 2011
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?A dog-walker.?
?Christina Assing,
csoM ?l4
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PELL GRANT CUTS:
Because of the mounting
pressure to reduce the
nation?s deficit, President
Barack Obama has moved
to reduce Pell Grants in his
budget plan with the hopes of
cutting the nation?s debt by
$l.l trillion over the span of
10 years. Pell Grants largely
aid students from low-income
families, and could cause a
ripple effect for all students
seeking financial aid or who
are paying off student loans,
as the reduction of the grants
will add to the strain of the
college financial burden.
Obama?s plan involves
reductions across the board
of higher education programs,
which could directly affect
the cost of student loans,
causing them to increase
and take longer to pay off.
Here are five important
facts and implications of
the funding reductions, as
adapted from Obama?s original
budget proposal and a best
universities report:
Next year, thereis a
predicted shortfall of about
$2O billion in the Pell Grant
program, because of the
increase of maximum amount
rewarded and growth in the
number of recipients. In total,
the expenditures of the Pell
Grant program have doubled
since 2008. In response,
Obama promised to fund
$4l billion for the program,
including $2B billion from
discretionary spending and
$l3 million from mandatory
spending.
Due to the shortfall in
funds, the maximum amount a
Pell Grant award could drop is
an estimated $2,310, making
the highest award $3,240 next
year. To offset the cut, Obama
plans to cut funding to other
higher education programs,
placing the focus on reducing
spending for programs that
are not directly affiliated with
college payments.
Throughout Obama?s
presidency the maximum
amount of a Pell Grant has
increased $B3l to a total of

SEAN TALIA
In case you happened
to miss it (which is almost
certainly the case ? I saw in
total no more than a dozen

undergraduate students at
the three lectures I attended) Boston College?s Institute for the Liberal Arts
sponsored a symposium
about the importance of the

natural and social sciences
to a liberal arts curriculum.
For my money, the symposium proved to be the most
interesting and worthwhile

that the school has
hosted during my six-plus
semesters here. It?s unfortunate that so many people
missed it.
Since attendingElizabeth Kolbert?s talk at 9 a.m.
was so obviously out of the
question, I began my dayby
waking up and immediately
heading to Steven Pinker?s
lecture on the history of
violence titled, ?The Better Angels of Our Nature.?
If you had read any of his
works, of which The Blank
Slate is my favorite, you
event

would have expected Pinker
to be incredibly intelligent,
articulate, and witty. And
your expectations would

have been sublimely fulfilled, as Pinker captivated
a packed Heights Room
for nearly an hour and a
half. He presented material
from his new book also
?

titled The Better Angels of
Our Nature in which he
claims that despite Sept. 11,
the Iraq War, and Darfur,
we are living in the most
peaceful era in the history of the human species. I won?t reproduce his
?

argument here, as you can

always pick up the book in
stores.

Next came Siva Vaidyanathan, who unfortunately

done the great disbeing asked to
speak after Pinker. I had
never heard of Vaidyanathan prior to Saturday, but
apparently other people
knew something I didn?t, as
the room was conspicuously
half-empty when it was his
turn to speak. He lectured
about the science as away
of thinking rather than simply as a fixed dead body of
knowledge, emphasizing the
importance of being able to
think and see with the same
critical eye that scientists
do every day when they go
to work. I found myself a bit
disinterested at times while
he spoke about information
sharing and ?the technocultural imagination,? but all in
all it was worth my while.
was

service of

Last came Brian Greene,
who gave a riveting talk
about science, physics, and
a subcategory of theoretical
physics he has been working on called string theory.
Unfortunately, I had heard
it all before when I watched
The Elegant Universe, a
science program hosted and
narrated by Greene, in my

sArA
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The 11thDiversity Challenge brought togetherprofessionals from around the world to discuss diversity awareness.

Annual campus conference
explores nuances of diversity

-

BY MARC FRANCIS
For The Heights
In the Murray Room of the
Yawkey Center Saturday afternoon, the phrase ?healthy pride
in oneself? echoed over the
loudspeaker. The 11th Annual
Diversity Challenge: Intersections of Race or Ethnic Culture

with Gender or Sexual Orientation, took place last Friday and
Saturday, hosting professionals
from all over the world.
?We have over 350 attendees
that have traveled from states in
every corner of the USA, as well
as Japan,? said Kathy Flahtrey,
an administrative assistant, as

surveyed the guest list.
The conference, composed

she

of

over 115 presentations, was
sponsored by the Institute for

the Study and Promotion of Race
and Culture, founded by Dr.
Janet Helms of the Counseling
Psychology Program at Boston
College.
With an objective of identifying and reasserting awareness

for human diversity, the topics
coveredat the event ranged from
?Working with Youths ofColor?
to ?Diversity in the Workplace.?
?I definitely gained a lot
from listening to Dr. Paul Poteat
discuss biased-based bullying.
He gave his audience a new
perspective on how bullying
affects youth identities,? said
Ethan Mereish, a doctoral student, when asked if there was a
presentation thathe thought was
a blatant standout.
Poteat, an assistant professor

in the Department of Counseling, Developmental,and Educational Psychology, specializes in
discrimination within peer interactions and the impact it has

ism will be, and the lower your
anxiety and depression will be,?
she said.
Following the talks, the au-

dience filled out an evaluation
psychosocial development form that gavefeedback on the
and homophobic attitudes.
effectiveness of the presentation. The questions on the form
revolved around the relevancy,
?The
clarity, and usefulness of the
information. Participants were
provided has been
also given the opportunity to
on

information

cutting-edge, and
has reinforced
old ideas while
introducing new

ones.?
?Maureen Kenny,
Interim Dean, Lynch

School of Education
?The Diversity Challenge,
embodied through Poteat?s
demonstration, hopes to bring
people from various professional
levels to engage in dialogue on
intersecting diversity issues,?
as

share their own life experiences,

allowing both the audience and
the presenters to benefit.
?All of the presenters were
fantastic. This year the conference assessed intersectionality?a new and growing area of
interest,? said Maureen Kenny,
interim dean of LSOE.
Kenny said she was especially
intriguedby the central theme of
one?s psychological wellbeing.
Having served on the faculty
as well as the administrationof
LSOE, Kenny said she believes
that the social experiences of
the younger generation are
paramount to identity develop?My favorite presentation
was the one I just heard on

The talks at the event were
given mostly by those in the
field of psychology, each aiming to share his or her research
in hopes of changing societal

?Youth of Color,?? she said. ?The
information provided has been
cutting-edge, and has reinforced
old ideaswhile introducing new

norms. For instance, Maryam

?From the discussions I have
participated in, it seems thatthe
aim is to provide people with
an awareness of recent research
and ideas, and how they can be
implemented to promote culture,? Kenny said. n

character growth.
?The more sophisticated your
racial identity is, the higher your
self-esteemandtoleranceto rac-

ones.?

BC community joins DC teach-in
BY ADRIANA MARIELLA
Assoc. News Editor
The 14th annual Ignatian
Family Teach-In for Justice
(IFTJ), an event focused on

learning, prayer, networking,
and legislative advocacy, will
be attended by members of the
Boston College community.
The Teach-In, sponsored by
the Ignatian SolidarityNetwork,
will take place in Washington,
D.C. on Nov. 12 through 14.

According to a recent statement
by the organization, ?Teach-In
attendees represent 28 Jesuit
universities, over 25 Jesuit high
schools, Jesuit parishes, Jesuit
Volunteer (JVC) communities,
andmany other Catholic institutions and organizations.?
Among those will be representatives from BC, including
Rev. Don MacMillan, S.J., a
campus minister, who will be
the main celebrant at the Sunday
mass at

the event.

The IFTJ, started in 1997,
and honors the
legacy of six Jesuit priests and
their companions who were
murdered in El Salvador on Nov.
16,1989 while advocatingfor social justice for the impoverished
community in the country.
The theme of this year?s IFTJ
is ?The Gritty Reality: Feel It,
Think It, Engage It,? which encourages people to let the ?gritty
reality? of society into their lives
in order to change it. n
commemorates

would have been great.
He made himself seem

like a fool at the end
though, when he tastelessly
prevented physics professor
Jan Engelbrecht from asking
a tough question that would
have put him on the spot.
I applaud the Institute
for the Liberal Arts for
hosting the symposium and

-

-

-Anna Patrick

n

Documentary ?Haze?
promotes alcohol safety
Love Your Body Week screens clips of
?Haze? to demonstrate of dangers of alcohol
BY COURTNEY MCCAULEY

is intoxicated will be fine if

For The Heights

drink some water
?sleep it off.?

Clips of the documentary
HAZE, shown as a part of Love
Your Body Week last Thursday,

encouraged students to make
the simple phone call that could
determinethe outcome of a life or
death situation.

The documentary was shown
in hopes to increase awareness in
regards to alcohol related issues
and emphasize another way that

or

they
simply just

The event showed that that

decisionshould be saved for medical professionals, as students do
not truly know another students?
alcohollevelbecause alcohol affects
everyonedifferently.The effects can
differ by gender,body mass, as well
as therate of consumption and time
frame duringwhich the alcohol was
consumed, presenters said. Therefore, trained professionals should

students can learn to love their be the only ones who can accurately
body.
determinethese judgment calls on
Thefilm showedhow students, a case-to-case basis.
in dangerous alcohol-related circumstances, are the determining
?You never know
factors in deciding whether a
situation turns fatal for another when
is
your
student. The film showed that in
typical college party settings, the close to that lethal
role of student peers becomes
someone is
crucial. The event brought about dose.
awareness that it is up students to
passed out, call
make that phone call for help on
behalf of someone who is heavily help because they
intoxicated.
Through student reflections, could be on the verge
the film narrated the dangers of
that lethal dose
waiting too long to make that
phone call: There is a significant and you wouldn?t
decrease in the opportunity to
even know.?
reverse permanent brain or liver
damage that has alreadybeen done
should a student wait too long. ?Thomas Nary,
However, the film showed that
Director of University
students have the power to take

friend

for

of

hope to see similar events
in the future. Whoever is in

Sean Taliais a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes commentsat editor@bcheights.com.

the maximum amount at
$5,550, which could only be
maintained by eliminating yearround Pell Grants and reducing
funding of loan subsidies for
students pursuing a graduate
or professional degree. The
elimination would therefore
reduce the nation?s deficit by
a projected $6O billion over
the span of 10 years. In turn,
the reduction of loan subsidies
for students in graduate and
professional degree programs
would save almost $3O billion
in the next 10 years, which is
a total of $2 billion in savings
in 2012.
The total proposed
reduction in funding of Pell
Grants is $lOO billion, which
also includes reductions made
in other higher education
programs. Obama proposed to
completely eliminate programs
like Byrd Honors Scholarships
that recognizes high school
seniors with exceptional
grades and the Leveraging
Educational Assistance
Partnership Program that
assists state funding to
postsecondary students with
need-based grants. However,
he proposed that some loan
programs, like the Federal
Perkins loan program that
gives low-interest loans to
students, would increase
by $8.5 billion per year
starting next year. In total,
the Education Department?s
budget would actually increase
by about 4 percent.
The White House reported
that more than nine million
students are receiving
Pell Grants. The economic
downturn has caused an
increase in applicants that
qualify for aid, and college
enrollment numbers as a
whole are increasing, causing
that number to rise.

If

high school physics class,
but for Greene-neophytesit

charge of publicizing these
events ought to do a better
job, as no one I spoke to
had heard anything about it.
Job well done though, BC.
I almost forgot about that
Fall Concert cancellation.

-

Obama proposed to keep

ment.

Mereish said.

M. Jernigan, describedthe relation betweenracial identity and

-

$5,550. This was because of
Obama?s original initiative to
support his college-age voter
base, since the amount had
been low during the previous
four years due to cuts made
by the Bush administration.

control of the issue, get help, and

TO WRITE?
EMAIL NEWS@BCHEIOHTS.COM
FOR MORE INFORMATION

possibly save a life.
?You never know when your
friend is close to that lethal dose.
If someone is passed out, call for
help because they could be on the
verge of that lethal dose and you
wouldn?t even know,? said Thomas
Nary, directorof University Health
Services.
The event emphasized that it
is not within students? discretion
to

decide whether

a

friend who

Health

?It does happen, and it does
happen here,? Nary said of the culture of underagedrinking present

college campuses.
The event also educated students on the new help-seeking
policy at Boston College, which
states that no repercussions or
disciplinary actions will be taken
against a student calling for help
for an intoxicatedfriend. n
on
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Warren Zola helps student athletes navigate NCAA guidelines
Zola, from A1
Graduate School of Management, is the
chair ofBC?s Professional Sports Counseling
Panel, an organization that advises student
athletes seeking careers in professional athletics?including, but not limitedto football,
men?s and women?s basketball, baseball,
men?s soccer, track and field, and men?s ice
hockey. Appointed to this position in 2005,
Zola has helped numerous BC athletes make
the transition from college to professional
level play, including Castonzo.

?We are a resource for student athletes
and their families as they engage in the
transition from BC to professional sports
leagues,? Zolasaid. ?We work with students
athletes and their family to assist them in
their decision to try to play at a professional
level. We try to gather as muchinformation
as we canso a student and their families can

make an informed decision.?
For Zola, as well as fellowpanel member
Carly Pariseau, associate directorof compli-

this includesinformingstudentsabout
disability insurance, collective bargaining
and unions, interviewing agents, and picking
theright time to leaveBC if they are considering an earlyexit from the University.
Leaving BC before graduation,Zola said,
is looked at on a case-by-case basis, as it is
ance,

a personal and difficult decision.
?My default is to get your education,
because regardless of whether you are successful or not in athletics, sometimes your
career is going to end and you are going to
want to have a degree,? Zola said. ?That be-

ing said, individualstudent athletes, based
on their skills andthe demandfor their talents by a professionalleague,coupled with

their personalsituation, bothfinanciallyand
academically, means it may sometimes be

right for them to leave.?
Interestingly enough, Zola reports to
University PresidentRev. William P. Leahy,
S.J. rather then theAthletic Department in
assurance that he provides neutral advice to
the student athlete, especially in the case of
leavingearly. Zola said however, that he has
a good, reciprocated relationship with the
Athletic Department.
?In general,BC cares tremendouslyabout
the welfareof the student athlete and what
is best for him or her,? Zola said. ?I officially
do not report to the Athletic Department,
I report to Fr. Leahy. My goal is to give the
best advice I can for the student athlete,
and not worry about the impact on BC and
whether or not we would win more games

if the studentreturned to school.?
Despite the numerous universities with
strong athletic programs, BC is one of the
only schools who offer a professional and

formulated advisingpanel to student athletes
looking to go pro. Zola said that other than
Duke University, he does not know of any

other collegeswho offer such a resource.
?Very fewschools offer a broadrange of
services with the scope andbreadththat BC
does,? he said. ?Other than the one at Duke
University, I have yet to run into a program
that is as robust as ours.?
For all the panel?s hard work, it seems
that theathletes benefit tremendously from
such a service. Castonzo told the Washington
Post earlier this monthhow Zola helpedhim
immenselyduring the NFL draft.
?I went into it like most people, having
no idea what happens,? Castonzo told the
Post. ?You could tell just from talking to fellowrookies that a lotof guys aren?t really up
to speed on things. It?s good to have those
resources, and Warren was one of them.?
In addition to helping BC student ath-

letes, Zola is also an advocate for reform
within college athletics. He has written

articlesfor numerous lawjournals,TheHuffington Post, and has recently been invited
to participate in a roundtable discussion
sponsoredby the U.S. Congress entitled Hypocrisy or Hype? The Impacts of Back-Room
Deals, Payoffs, and Scandals in American
CollegiateStudent Athletics on Nov. 1. Zola
said that at this discussion, he hopes to
talk about the three areas in which he sees
improvement?namely academic
standards that needto be enhanced, making

room for

schools more accountablefor their athletic
departments and teams, and focusing on
providingadequatecurriculum and improving graduationrates for athletes.
?There must be a balance between the
University?s mission and therole of athletics,? he said. ?We need to make sure that
balance is appropriate.? n

Hockey and basketball teams interact with fans at Ice Jam
Ice Jam, from A1

men?s basketball team then performed
dancing routine for an excited
crowd when Levy asked team members
to show a hidden talent. Not long after,
the sports programs got to show off their
dancetalents.Each team performed their
own dance routine.
The teams also got to interact with
their fans. A student dance team chala break

lenged the women?s basketball team to
a dance off and won. Then, pre-selected
fans from the audience participated in
a contest from the reality television series Minute to Win It that involved the

students bouncing ping-pong balls off
clipboards hanging fromaroundathletes?
necks.
Other competitions were more student-centered.
The two biggest contests of the night,
though, were ones with big money
prizes. The costume contest featured
five students in costume who came down
onto the floor of Conte to be judgedby
applause. A girl dressed as the character

Megan from Bridesmaidswon the $l,OOO
prize. For the $50,000 tuition contest,

raffle tickets were distributedto the audience before entering the event and were
drawn to determine the participants in
the shoot-out competition, in which the
student would shoot a hockey puck into
a small slot. The student selected from
the audience tried to shoot a hockey puck
through a tiny slot in a board covering
the hockey goal, but missed two shots,
bringing the night to a close.
?The bigthing for us tonight was getting the fans to interact. I think we did
that,? DiLoreto said, after the event. n

Alex trAutwig / heights editOr

Members of the men?s and women?s hockey and basketball teams, coaches, and fans participated in the second annual Ice Jam event, hosted by ESPN commentator Steve Levy.

Science explains complexities of humanity Fulbright success continues
Science, from A1
Her lecture coveredthe nature of being hu-

when mankind mightbe
determiningthe fate of the planet, a topic to
beconsidered not onlythrough science, but
all disciplines of theliberal arts.
StevenPinker, professor of psychologyat
man at a moment

Harvard University, followed Kolbert with
a presentation encapsulatinghis new book,
The Better Angels of Our Nature: TheDecline
of Violence in History and Its Causes, which
argues that society has entered its least violent period in history. Using a slew of data
tracking homicides, wars, cruelty towards
animals, and othermetrics, Pinkerasserted

that mankind has never been less violent.
Pointing to factorsliketherise of commerce,
cross-cultural exchange, the Enlightenment,
nuclear proliferation, and increased promotion of human rights, the speaker claimed

thathuman nature hasn?t changed,butrather
the forces enabling the more peaceful sides
of our beings to reign more frequently. He
argued that, whilemodern authorities may
lament theprevalence of war, terrorism, and
destruction, their opinions don?t reflect the
steady trendtowardsless violence.
?Our own sensitivity to violence has been
ramped up, and we?re finding it in everynook
and cranny,? Pinkersaid.
Siva Vaidhyanathan, professor of media
studies and law at the University of Virginia,
answered the symposium?s question of ?why
science matters? through an investigation
of the potential pitfalls of technology if
consumers don?t properly understand it.
Vaidhyanathan, a longtime observer of
Google and other technology giants, expressed concern at the way consumers put
too much trust into übiquitous technology

with too little examination into what goes
into the technologyand its ramifications.He

alluded to the prevalence of Americansbeing duped by statistics, describing a cultural
obsession with ?vulgar empiricism,? or our
reliance on statistics withoutconsideringthe
biases of thepoll, its sample size, andactual

more critical thinking and daring to create
a bettersociety.
?Science is a great playground for the
imagination,? Greene said. ?Science is also a
great modelfor dealingwith problems in a

importance.

collective manner.?

?There is so much more to complex human interaction than we can count,? Vaidhyanathan said.

In trying to answer ?why science matters,?
Greene emphasized the need for a public
knowledge of the progress of research into
fields like theoretical physics, as difficult as it
may seem. Such knowledge, on at least a basic level, allows us to see things more clearly
across disciplines, according to Greene. He

His concerns extended to the way con-

don?t fully understand Google and
the searchresults it yields, noting Google?s
quieterpractices of capitalizingon personal
data obtained through user searches. He
warned that society?s overreliance on technology has led to a dangerous ?technofundamentalism,? wherethepublic believes that
we can alwaysinvent machinesto correct the
damage of previous technology.
To resolve his perceived gapof knowledge
betweenthe forerunning engineers of today?s
society and the generalpublic, the speaker
advocated a greater emphasis on critical
thinking in society and increased efforts to
bridge the knowledge divide by academics.
?Scientists needus to help create a much
more literate andcritical polis,? Vaidhyanathan said. ?The cultureof science is not just
sumers

about scientific returns, it?s about seeing

through propaganda.?
Brian Greene, professor in thephysics department at ColumbiaUniversity, concluded

the talk with a multimedia presentation
chronicling the quest to unify the laws of
generalrelativity and quantum mechanics.
The presenter describedthe progression
from Newton?s quantifying of gravity and
Einstein?s theorizing on relativity to his own
work on string theoryand conceptionsof the
?multiverse,? the existence of dimensions and
wholeuniverses outside of our own purview.
His energetic retelling of one of science?s
most famous stories was filled with calls for

alluded to a favorite quotation from Marcel
describing his thoughts on the
importance of science.
??What I see this journey being all about
is that the act of explorationis not so much
in fashioning new landscapes, but finding

Proust in

new eyes,?? Greene said.

A mix of professors, administrators, and
students took in the day-long symposium
in the Heights Room, with positive reviews
from attendeesacross disciplines.
?It was a refreshing, thought-provoking
experience that was sorely needed in our
time in the sense of thinkingcritically about
why science matters,? saidTheodore Wyly, a
physics major and A&S ?l3.
?I felt that the symposium wentverywell,?
Crane said. ?I thought allof the talksraised
important issues, and I was especiallyhappy
with thediscussion that followedeach talk,?
she added.
When asked how student attendance
could be increased at future forums, Crane
was hopeful that efforts to promote the
annual symposium in coming years could
extend the discussion further among the
student body. She hoped that faculty efforts
at publicizing Institute events and heavier
promotion amongst student groups could
realize the goal for future summits.

administrationhas asked for a $1 million
cut to the Fulbright program for the 2012
well-roundedstudentsthat apply, dedicated budget. Last year, the program suffered a
faculty whoworkwith themboth in classes $16.4 million decrease in funding and had
and on their applications, and an excellent to cut the number of grants it awarded for
foreign-language study and for internasystem of Fulbrightadvisingby a very dedicated group of faculty Fulbright advisors,? tionalstudents to complete theirscience or
said Paul Christensen, Fulbright Program technology doctorate in theUnited States.

Fulbrights, from A1

administrator, of BC?s consistent success.
?BC students continually impress me
with their verve, imagination, cultural
openness, and dedication to achieving
their goals,? said Margaret Thomas, a professor in the Slavic and Eastern languages

department and directorof BC?s Fulbright
program for the past 15 years, in a release
by the Office of News and Public Affairs.
?The entire BC faculty and University
community take great pride in their accomplishments.?
Students are going to countries such as
Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Bulgaria, Korea,
Nepal, Poland, Spain, and Vietnam. Of the
21 Fulbright scholars this year, seven are
using theirgrant to study in Germany, and,
in recent years BC has sent more Fulbright
scholars to Germany thananyother American university.
?The German Studies Department
here tends to draw the top students to its
ranks of majors and minors,? said Michael
Resler, chair of BC?s German department.
?There has long since been in our little
department ?an intellectual culture that
strongly encourages long-term mentoring
and preparation for the Fulbright application, preparation that very often spans the
entire four years of a student?s time in my
department.?
However, BC?s success may soon be
curbed by forces beyond its control.

According to The Chronicle of Higher

Education, President Barack Obama?s

As an American university, then, BC may
not feel the pain of the proposed budget

acutely.
?In terms of the direct effect of any
such funding cuts for Boston College, my
own rather optimistic expectation is that
we would still continue to perform very
well vis-a-vis other American colleges and
universities,? Resler said. ?I certainly don?t
foresee any diminishmentin our commitcut as

ment to preparing our students for the

Fulbright competition.?
Christensen offers a less optimistic
view, saying that, ?if funding for Fulbright
scholarships is cut, it would almost certainly affect BC and its student applicants.
Budget cuts would mean fewerfellowships
overall?. That in turn would make what
is already a very competitive process even
more so. It could also theoreticallyreduce
the number of countries to which students
could apply.?
Despite economic troublesaround the
world, foreign countries havebeen increasing theirfundingfor theFulbright program.

Contributions increased by a total of $lO
million in 2010 alone.
The Fulbright grant program was
founded in 1946 and ?fosters mutual understanding, developsglobal leaders, and
protects academic freedom worldwide
through educational exchange and training
programs thatadvance the vision of Opening Minds to the World,? according to its
mission statement. n
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HELP WAntED
Sperm Donors Wanted. Earn up
to $1,200/ month and help build
families. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: www.
SPERMBANK.com.
Italian Tutor Needed Experienced
Italian tutor needed one totwo times
a week to tutor beginning Italian on
campus for Boston College student.
E-mail hjmags33@yahoo.com.

BABYSITTER WANTED Busy
house with four young kids. Jobs
include: playtime, homework, dinner, and bedtime routines. Located
one mile from Brighton Campus.
No car necessary. If you are a
driver with a car, the job will also
include some extracurricular activity
driving. Salary negotiable. 617-655-

8109.

HELP WAntED
BOOKKEEPER POSITION
Acct/bookkeeper Rep.Bragens
Inc. (A TECHNICAL HARDWARE
DIVISION COMPANY). Interested
persons should send a cover letter with his/her resume available

Lhinzabrager@live.com.
In the area and want to place an
ad? Local residents and businesses
are eligible for a discounted rate!
Contact classifieds@bcheights.

com.

?Saving ?The
Scene? one
letter at a
time....?
Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
·

·

·

·

Subscribe to The Heights

Do you wanna dance?
win

Send Name & Address to:
The Heights
Boston College
113 McElroy Commons
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

mid

mi

iMMXfcilUimk 'jhuvjm'd
(Jazz, Modernfeailet, Tap, etc.)

Auditions: Fri 04 Nov 6:3opm-B:3opm
or Sat 05 Novl:3opm-3:3opm
Place: Dance Studio on Brighton Campus

$17.99 per month / $54.99 per semester

All dancers welcome!
Gourmet Rolled Sandwiches
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FLATB READS
Receive a 50% discount on any food
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the first Friday of each month during
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For more info: www.BC.edu/THEATRE
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Don't guess whether you qualify for the EITC. Know.

Super 5/10 Programs Do Not Apply

Gourmet Rolled Sandwiches

We'll do all we can to help you find out whether you're
eligible for the Earned Income Tax Credit. Call us. visit

1.800.TAX.1040

us at irs.gov/eitc or talk to your tax preparer.
Internal Revenue Service
www.irs.gov/eitc
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK

Loss of Pell Grants can
compromise education
Though the government wouldbe gaining funds by cutting Pell
Grants, BC could lose vital members of its community
As the United States Congress Joint
Committeeon DeficitReduction prepares to cut the mounting deficit by
$1.2 trillion by Nov. 23, federal support
for student aid is once againvulnerable
to significant and painful cuts. In the

The Heights encourages
members of the BC
community to sign
the current petition
opposing cuts to federal

student aid programs to
pay down the deficit.

past budget reconciliation bills and

the Budget Control Act, student aid
has lost over $3O billion in funding in
order to pay down the deficit. In the
upcoming round of deficit reduction
debates, federal Pell Grants are likely
to be on the chopping block.
The elimination of Pell Grants
would have a significant impact on

members of the BC community. Cur-

mately $4.8 million annually in Pell
Grants. The grants, determinedon an
individual?s financial need, education
costs, and enrollment status, provide
up to $5,550 a year for recipients. Unlike a loan, Pell Grants do not have to
be re-paid, reducing the student debt
burden of graduates.
The Heights encourages members
of the BC community to sign the current petition opposing cuts to federal
student aid programs to pay down the
deficit sponsored by the Association of
Jesuit Colleges and Universities. Not
only would the reduction or elimination of federal student aid programs
such as Pell Grants be widely felt on
campus, the measure fails to be economically sustainable in the long-run.
Educational achievementis paramount
for the continued economic vitality of
the nation.
While a comprehensive plan to
address the national deficit is necessary, the solution is not through the
eliminationof programs that provide
opportunities to participate and
compete in the domestic and global
marketplace.

Establishing Brighton Campus as an integrated part of the
University will happen gradually with completion of new spaces

Although the changes
proposed in the
Master Plan might
seem overwhelming in
totality, the relocation
is being done in away
which is both gradual
and beneficial for

important beginning step in the University?s Institutional Master Plan. The
Heights feels that the move is helping to
gradually introduce Brighton as a true
part of campus, as opposed to merely

an extension of Lower Campus.
Although the changes proposed
in the Master Plan might seem overwhelming, therelocationis being done
in away which is both gradual and
beneficialfor students and faculty alike.
A new dining facility, Cafe 129, will be
availablefor the relocated staff. Additionally, anyone looking to travel to or
from Brighton Campus will also benefit
from the move because the BC Shuttle
Service will be offering two stops to
Brighton every 30 minutes.
Presumably, the new eatery could
also serve as a nice satellite dining locationfor off-campus students, especially
those living on Lake Street and its surrounding neighborhoods. Students
in such neighborhoods also now have
access to the buses in ways they never
had before.
Although some of the elements of
the Master Plan will take years to see
realization, it is comforting to see that
the developments taking place are already benefitting the student body in
tangible ways.

A foundation for thinking
outside the major
Conference spoke to the ability to pursue a career in the
sciences that a liberal arts degree affords students
This weekend, Boston College
With growing numbers ofliberal arts
hosted a seminar that discussed thekey and humanitiesmajors being accepted
importance of the natural sciences in a to medical, dental and veterinarian
liberal arts education. As a University schools upon graduation, science in
that prides itself on offering students a strong liberal arts core successfully
a strong liberal arts core regardless of creates well rounded undergraduate
major, BC gives students throughout students who can approach graduate
the University experience in a broad level problems from a variety of difrange of topics beyond those they study ferent angles and thought processes. In
specifically. These core requirements the end, a university?s goal is teach its
serve to allow students to experience students how to think. Science as part
and learn a variety of topics to which of the liberal arts is merely an extension of that duty.
they might not have been exposed.
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rent BC students receive approxi-

Building community
across Comm. Ave.
The relocation of Boston College?s
Human Resources, Finance, and Auxiliary Services to 129 Lake Street?a
process which began Friday?is an

winter is slumber and spring is birth, and summer is life, then
autumn rounds out to be reflection. It?s a time of year when the leaves
are down and the harvest is in and the perennials are gone. Mother
Earth just closed up the drapes on another year and it?s time to
reflect on what?s come before.?
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The plight of El Salvador
The rain keeps falling. The tears
do, too. For more than a week now,
there hasn?t been a dry moment. The
have come to love after living
with themfor the past two months
are telling us, ?We are hungry, we are
ones we

cold, we are wet, we are tired, we have
run out of water and are boiling the
rain to survive.?
But we cannot join them. Our
communities are out of reach, if not
physically, ?programmatically? (a term
frequently used to justifythe limits

andrules of the Casa program). A
major bridge collapsed this weekend,

It is difficult acknowledging how
little attention the United States has
given, both in media coverage and
foreign aid. Sunday, the Salvadoran
government declared a state of national emergency callingfor domestic
and foreign aid. The U.S. has so far

given $50,000. Taiwan, $300,000.
More painful still is that the pain and

suffering of this country has been
caused by past U.S. policies, from
providing the oppressive militarywith
$6 billion during the 12 year civil war
to the effects CAFTA has had in the
past 15 years and the financial and
social devastation of migration policies today.
Our Own Backyard. A phrase

cutting off access to the western provinces from San Salvador.
More than 1,250 mm (over four
feet) of rain have accumulatedin the
past week. The earth has been totally
saturated, leaving every drop asrunoff. The news resembles Katrina-era
New Orleans: men wading through

chest-high waters, hundreds waiting
in lines in the wind and the rain for a
food and water, the shelters shutting down from lack of funding and
thousandspouring into the national

used forever to describe Central
Americafor more than half a century.
That is where the rain is falling; for
me, obviously quite literally,but for
the U.S. government, for the Jesuit
universities, in a moral sense. Since
the 1989 massacre of the Jesuits at the
Universidad Centroamericana (where
I am going to class), El Salvadorhas

footballstadium.
They need food, water, hygiene
products, sheet plastic. Here, we are
trying to do the most we can, but
therefeels like there is so much more
we could do. We are bringing food
and dry clothesand blankets to those
who need it, but thereis so much
need. Over 30,000 people have been
evacuated, more than two thirds now
seeking refuge in makeshiftshelters.
It feelslike the most we can do is love,
pray.

become ever more a brother we need
to protect. Just as Boston College
lifted up the St. Columbkille parish
community when it needed help, so
too must we answer the plea of our
neighbourEl Salvador.
Along with the state of emergency
on Sunday, the Casa de la Solidaridad,
the UCA, and the country as a whole
suffered even more. Father Dean

Brackley the Jesuit from Fordham
University who came to El Salvador
over twenty years ago to help fill the
responsibilities left behind by the six

martyred Jesuits, both academically
and spiritually?passed away after a
courageous battle with cancer. As a
dear friend, Lupita, told me his life
was a lemon that he squeezed until
there was nothing left, and when it
seemed like there couldn?t possibly be
more to give, he gave zest.
And now, at noon on Tuesday, the
sun has broken through the clouds.
Finally, I hear in the heartsof those
surrounding me. But just as when the
hurricaneleft New Orleans, outstanding damageremains. The rainy
season is not quite over and any rain
that may fall in the next hours, days
will add to the catastrophe. The death
toll yesterday was 32 people. Twentytwo roadsand highwayswere washed
out or collapsed. The borders with

Guatemalawere destroyed. Over
30,000 people?the equivalent to
almost a millionand a half Americans, in comparison?are displaced.
Littleinternational help or attention is
coming in. There is an immeasurable
amount of work to be done. I ask for
your support. Love, thoughts, prayers
if that is all you can provide. If you,
or your place of work or study can
give financially, it would be so greatly
appreciated. Donations can be made
right now via http://ceibaelsalvador.
org/(an organization affiliated with
the Casa de laSolid! aridad). For
more information, please check our
local newspapers: La Prensa Grafica,
El Diario de Hoy, Co-Latino.
AnThony forD
A&S ?l3

Being socially adept requires an ounce of respect
We get it: You want to have a
place to party and you?re sick of

playingbeerpong in your friend?s
natural triple or your eight-man?s
common room. We aren?t trying to
be these evil, washed up ?Mod monsters? (as I was called this weekend).
There are just a few simple things
that will get you a long way.
If you have the connection ?my
friendthat?s on this club sport?s
friend is friends with one of the
people that live here,? have the

friendcheck with the friend to see if
the other friend can meet you at the
door. If you have that connection
and the person is friends with your
friend(and you follow these other

suggestions), it is completelylikely
that people won?t actually care that
much. Introduce yourself to the
person that lives there, and know his
or her name. If you do have an obscure connection, don?t get offended
if the person who is by the door is
short with you. Be assured that no
one wants that job and that person
has dealt with countless groups
already.
Most importantly, be courteous.
You?re in someone else?s place and
it simply isn?t cool to just open the
fridge, grab beer, or start ripping
shots. Have your most direct connection to the residents get you a
drink. Don?t be rude to any of the

The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200
words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for
its op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity,brevity, accuracy,
and to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right to write
headlines and choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted

residents or theirfriends. If you

countless people, ?I don?t remember acting like this when we were
underclassmen,? and I don?t know if
that?s true or not, but if we did, then
I wish someone wouldhave told
us this information so we wouldn?t
have come off as immature and
entitled as some Mod patrons I?ve
encountered.

riley

Sullivan
A&S ?l2

to the newspaper.
Submissions must be signed and should include theauthor?s connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and
columns can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to
editor@bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights,
113 McElroy Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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Try to remember the day in November

Thumbs
Up
Into the Woods
ton

The BosCollege theatre depart-

ment put on a

?

production

trulyworthy of the lineup for
Robsham?s 30th anniversary
year. Into the Woods was a
clever take on the trial and

tribulations of classic fairy
talecharacters.You justcan?t
go wrong with a Little Red
Riding Hood that looks (and
acts) just like Zooey Deschanel and a Rapunzel whose
emotional issues are as immense as her hair is long.
Halloween Though you
probably celebrated this,
arguably the best holiday in
the Fall semester (Columbus
Day is a close second), over
the weekend, today marks the
official date to celebrate all
things spooktacular. Overdo
it on fun-size Twix, wear a
?

costume to class, if you live

off campus, offer candyto the
neighborhoodchildren, and,
of course, enact at least one
trick and one treat.
Best in Class If you?re a
Curb Your Enthusiasm fan,
?

you?ll understand the reference when we say that the
chicken wings at Lower Late
Nite are on par with the Pal-

estinian chicken place that
Larry frequented in season
seven. With just the perfect
amount of crisping and seasoning on the skin, ranch
is unnecessary. Mozzarella
sticks are going to need to
step up their game if they
want to maintain their title
as best Late Nite fare.

campus was visibly engrossed in politics. Voter registration drives lined
the Dust Bowl, ?Supervoter? T-shirts
inundated campus, and a bevy of

related lectures and debates filled the
University calendar.
That isn?t to suggest student political participation has since withered
and died. Still, ask anyone who was
on campus three years ago and they

WILLIAM MOONEY SLONEKER
Two weeks ago, I received some
mail.This may be a hum-drum occurrence in the life of anyone else,
but I don?t get that much mail. When
I do, it?s an occasion. Each incoming
envelope is a positive harbinger and
usually contains a birthday check, or
tax refund check, or gratuitous checks

can confirm the marked differences
between then and now. Each autumn
has been a little quieter than the last
(although you might blame the football team for that), and each autumn
my absentee ballot looks a little more
anomalous.

This time, it was my Ohio absentee ballot for the upcoming general
election, which I dutifullyfilled in
and sent back. 2011 is an off-year, so I

This, too, comes as no surprise,
but it should perturb us. I don?t need
to belabor on why you should vote.
That argument is repeated ad nauseum and is as hollow as any selfevident advice. It?s cold outside, so
I should wear a jacket? Gee, thanks,

cast votes for few minor offices, some

mom.

state and county issues.

It is, however, worthwhile to
reframe the gravity of a youth vote,
especially in an off-year election.

from this column?s hordes of admirers.

It?s

not

quite as monumental com-

pared to last year?s ballot featuring

John Kasich and Rob Portman, and
there?s no limelighton the Buckeye
State this November, or any particular state for that matter. The nation
and media seem fixed on 2012 and all
the Republicans vying for campaign
money and polling numbers.
This comes as no surprise. Turn-

always crests during presidential
election years and troughs during the
other three. Even pivotal midterm
elections experienceprecipitous
out

drops in turnout. In 2008, 56.8 perof voting-age Americans showed

cent

up; in 2010 the figure fell to 37.8
percent. Media outlets consider what
races truly interest people and cover
them accordingly.
The political dynamic on campus
seems to reflect this. When I was a

freshman and then-Senator Barack
Obama was campaigning with the
vivacity of a Mardi Gras parade, the

For starters, my beloved Ohio

enjoyed 70 percent turnout in 2008;
the very next year, turnout fell below
45 percent. My vote in 2009 was 75
percent stronger than 2008 simply
because I was one of the few who
showed up.
Of course, turnout dips when

federal or statewideoffices are off the
ballot. My ?stronger? vote was less
consequential by virtue of the offices
and issues on the table. To be honest,
I doubt my votes for school board will
soon send shockwaves across the nation, but there is something to be said
about these seemingly meaningless
elections.
Every Boston College student
should know the axiom coined by Tip
O?Neill, ?All politics is local.? Though
it?s over-quoted, the long-serving
Speaker of the House keenly understood the veracity of the saying. Third

The news
that a record number of female CEOs run companies
on the 2012 Fortune 500
list is being touted across
?

the business community.

TU/TD loves anything that
screams of a society inching
towardequality and applauding ability over arbitrary
factors such as gender, but
we?re not quite sure that 18
female CEOs (0.03 percent of
the leadership represented)
is really indicative of even a
dent in the glass ceiling. We
are still the (less than half of)
1 percent.

healthy habit to maintain in ?the real
world.? Buying nothing but prepared
dishes leads to the consumption of
mostly processed, preservative-laden
food-like substances. Obesity and
diabetes are two of the biggest health
problems in America, and both are
linked to dietary habits that involve
minimizing the time it takes to get
food, at the expense of nutritious quality. As a country we?ve been teaching
generations how not to cook through
the commercializationof food brands.
From fast-food chains to Lunchables,
prepared food is ingrained in many of
our lifestyles. And now is the time to

Halfway through
Saturday night, it seemed
everyone?s costume assumed
Weather

?

a fisherman look from the
knees down, as students had
to rock the wellies to cope

with the ridiculous weather.
Beyond freezingour toes and
ruining the epic paint jobs on
the Avatar costumes, the rare
storm knocked out power to
1.5 million people across the
Northeast. Here?s hoping
no one decided to dress as

Mother Nature that

we?re
a

few

KATYA RUCKER
Boston College prides itself in the
exceptionally strong liberal arts education it offers to its students. The University driveshome a message of being
men and women for others through
social responsibility and meaningful
action. We graduatewith degrees that

give us limitless opportunities to succeed in the world. Presumably, we also
graduate after cultivating many im-

skills that will allow us to
be independent, productive members
of society. I?ve noticed one skill that
many of my peers don?t always care to
develop: cooking. Cooking is under-appreciatedby many BC undergraduates
who have access to kitchens. And here
is my question: What could be more
vital in a core education than knowing
how to feed yourself?
Boston College provides residence
halls equipped with kitchens to many
of its seniors, as well as to some of its
juniors and sophomores. To me, that?s
BC playing its part in allowingus to
grow as well-roundedindividuals.Of
course, all students can buy partial
or full meal plans even if they have
portant life

Thumbs
Down

night,

sure they probably got
nasty remarks.

What Just Happened The
messages sent out by the
University this weekend in-

from our BC Dining Flex

plans made for a few panic-

stricken moments across
campus. The mistake is yet to
be explained, but many were
under the impression that
they were victims of BC ID
identity theft. How dismaying it would have been to
find you?d been run dry by a
stranger?s steak and cheese
binge.
Get a daily dose.
Twitter: @BCTUTD

paratively unexciting election.
To employ a cliche, if you don?t
decide the future somebody else will.
That?s the fulcrum of democratic
politics. The most valued polling data
concerns likely voters. Politicians let
this inform both campaign strategies

well as policy, especiallyfor reelection bids.
There is a degree of reciprocity between policymakers and the
electorate. Candidates can count on
senior citizens and die-hardpartisans to show up in November, thus
it?s common to hear of officeholders
appeasing their base or not reforming
old-age benefits.
Eighteen to 24-year-olds comprise
more than 12 percent of the votingage population but account for less
than 6 percent of the vote. Politicians
fail to cater to young people because
they get little or nothing in return
on Election Day. Leaders? disregard
for the interests of the youth breeds
further apathy, instigating a self-peras

petuation of a lamentable status quo.
It requires a little more foresight to comprehend the full impact

of one?s

vote. At a time

when young
gathering in downtown
parks demanding comprehensive
Americans are

systemic overhaul, it is important to
remember the preexisting avenues for
reform that are grossly underutilized.

among us

NOORA BASS
There?s no sunrise quite like the
traditional Boston College fog-filled
early morning. There I was, strutting to class armed with coffee in
one hand, my dignity in the other,
both of which got lost within seconds
after I wiped out on the dicey floors
leading to O?Neill. I was down for the
count. I didn?t even try to conceal my
wipe-out or make sense of my fall.
I just sat there. It wasn?t until I was

with the eyes of a stranger that
I felt a rush of adrenaline overcome
me. ?Are you OK?? he said. Yes. Yes
I was. I was more then okay and I
met

was pretty sure this sort of thing was
restricted to Disney teen movies or
the sappy TV shows found on late
night Bravo, but I was wrong. Before
I could gather my stuff our encounter was over. And while it may have
been a brief one, it didn?t leave my
thoughts until well into the day when
I began to think about the individuals
scattered around campus that I had
come to know as supersaints.
Although unattainable and unrecognizable,they exist. And while they
may hide in the most mysterious of

WilliamMooney Sloneker is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

kitchens, and BC Dining is a fine establishment.But our generation needs
to get back in touch with the origins
of food?from basic ingredients(how
many of you know what a kumquat
looks like?) to the very farmers who
grow and produce the food. So really,

buying and cooking your own food
allowsyou to do more than developan
important life skill.

Cooking brings your relationship
with food away from the prepared
meal routine of the dining halls. Even
though it might be convenient to have
every meal cooked for you now, it?s not

BAZOOME WAGON

My pitch is that being busy isn?t
an excuse for not cooking. And after
learning to cook for myself when I

lived off campus my junior year, I?ve
made it as routine a part of my life as
sleeping. I just feel healthier eating
something in which every single ingredient and methodof preparation is
known to me.
When I cook, I usually make
leftovers for the days I only have time
to eat and leave. Pasta, risotto, stir fry,
and salads are all dishes that are easy
to make in large quantities. I always try
to have some basic ingredients on hand
that offer a range of options for what to
cook. Here are some examples: onions,
kosher salt, black pepper, rice, tomatos,
potatoes, chicken cutlets, eggs, minced
garlic, olive oil, cheese, bread, milk,
and canned chicken broth and beans.
Obviously, try to think of food and
dishes you like best, and find out what
ingredients those require. Even if you
think you don?t know how to cook, you
might surprise yourself. You probably
have a friend who likes to cook, and
there are hundreds of recipes for every
imaginabledish online. I?m sure there
are

You Tube demonstrationsof making

any dish

cooking, because after graduation, you might not have the time or
energy to change your eating habits.
I?m a senior living in Edmond?s.
Like many other seniors, my time is on
a tight budget: I?m working 20 hours a
week, taking five classes, preparing for
start

that tickles your fancy.

Going off the meal plan is also
more cost effective. What I spend on
groceries for over a week?s worthof
food is the rough equivalent of what it
costs to eat three meals a day for two
days in BC dining halls. People should
see theirkitchens as an opportunity,
not a place to keep food from yesterday?s Late Nite. Culinary skills can help
you meet your own dietary goals and

needs. Cooking doesn?t have to be an
extravagant mastery of perfecting the
poached egg. It can be as simple as
making a sandwich or pasta. No one

a senior recital and other performances, networking for post-grad employment, and trying to go to bars that are
not MA?s. I don?t have any form of meal

knows better than you what tastes best,
so you?re bound to get it right eventu-

plan; the only thing I occasionallybuy

Katya Rucker is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

on campus is

coffee at the Chocolate

Bar.

?

forming us thathundreds had
mysteriously disappeared

career as a state senator representing
a fraction of Chicago or how Speaker
John Boehner started as a member on
his neighborhoodhomeowner?s association. The most powerful people
in American politics have to start
somewhere?often locally in a com-

supersaints

Find your inner chef
a

Leading Ladies

in the line of presidential succession
for a decade, O?Neill?s political career
was animated by voters from an area
smaller than 50 square miles.
Consider how Obama began his

The

BEN VADNAL

ally.

spots, they?re somehow always at our
rescue. It wasn?t until late night Sunday at mass when I listened to Father
Jack talk about loving one another
that I was cast back to my child-

hood thoughts and the supersaints
that existed then too. Doug Funny.

Rememberhim? And where was
Patty today? I was then brought back
to reality at the sight of a moving
Comm. Ave. bus when I drifted into
yet another daydream thinking of the
magic school bus and Ms. Frizzle?s
wacky earrings. The supersaints of
our world are found no further then
on our campus. Often we become so
caught up in our rigid routines we
fail to see past our day-to-day schedules to the things that really matter,
or rather the people.
And while I don?t want to rant

about sharing the love, Father Jack
was indeed right: it?s about time we
start loving each other. And not the
waspy hold-my-hand-in-the-quadoutside-Higgins-so-everyone-knowswe?re-an-item sort of love, not even
the use my meal plan we?ll count
lust in Smartwaters type of love.

our

It?s that loving that comes straight
from the heart. And while laughter
may be the best type of medicine,
love really does conquer all. If we
could only learn to truly appreciate
those around us I?m sure we?d get a
lot further in our quests to succeed
here. While the stress of midterms
become apparent and the days only
fall shorter, I know that the last thing
you want to is snuggle up to your
roommate or worst yet, listen to the
rambles of your neighbors concern
that there?s no banana flavored froyo
at Lower (ew). Maybe you?re out
of love, and that?s OK, the amount
of bitterness you?re feeling can be
easily sedated with a dose of Adele.
But keep trying and keep working
at it. To the

supersaint who picked

the other morning, if by some
slim chance you?re reading this I?d
like you to know you?re pretty close
to perfect. Maybe we?ll cross paths
someday at the library or worse
yet, a sweaty Mod party and while
my rambles could make for a sappy
me up

speech, I?ll spare you.

Noora Bass is a staff columnist for The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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Timberlake and Seyfried run out of interesting things to say in ?Time?
BY JOE ALLEN

system? vibe even lamer than it sounds.
With all its structural and character
problems, In Time continually throwsmonWith one of the most inventive movie poor. In theblinkof aneye, InTime transforms key wrenches into a great idea, twisting it
premises of 2011, In Time seemed to come from a sci-fi-actiondreammachine into anuntil the stakes shrivel away. Will the new,
with a highquality guarantee. If writer-direc- otherRobinHoodremakethat nobodywants. vigilante-mode Salas be able to solve all
Indeed, In Time?s central problem arises this dystopia?s problems by robbing banks?
tor Andrew Niccol can dreamup a dystopian
worldwhere time has become the new curfrom its focus on the larger, harder-to-deWill he win over Sylvia Weis (who is more a
rency, he must have a largerplan to back up fine aspects of its futuristic worldinstead of bundle of opposing ideas than a real person)
this awesome idea, right? Wrong. One of the telling a small scale heart-pounder that its while successfullyflipping off herrich father,
year?s biggest premise could have on lock. The portrayalof the police, the gangster, and ?the Man? in
In Tlme:
disappointsocial problems in this film is so half-baked general? Most importantly,will anyone be
AndrewNiccol
ments, In
that the middle class isn?t even mentioned. paying attention to these murky questions
Regency
Time squanIn this world, a person seemingly has either when a cool action sequence isn?t on screen?
Enterprises
ders a con- one century or one day of time on his hands.
After its opening minutes, In Time only
cept rife with creative possibility as it tries
The preposterous, black-and-whitenature of capitalizes on its potential during the action
and fails to focus on broader implications. this gaprequires more suspension of disbelief scenes. Andrew Niccol, the talented man
The ideais simple. Enter a worldin which than even the most rabid sci-fi fan possesses. behind Gattaca and The Truman Show,
Salas frequently allowshis life clock to was one of the main reasons to be hopeful
people stop aging at 25. Once this fateful
birthdayrolls around, each person must earn run down to its final seconds, which doesn?t about this film, and his dormant ingenumore time on his life and pay for everything create suspense as much as it makes one ity does awaken during In Time?s one great
with this time. Justin Timberlake stars as an want to scream, ?Enough with the narrative chase scene. Will and Sylvia speed through
impoverished 28-year-old, Will Salas, who convenience! Seriously, we know the main the slum streets away from the head Time
struggles to providemore time for himselfand character isn?t going to die halfway through Keeper(Cilian Murphy)whileWill?s lifeclock
his mother, Rachael (Olivia Wilde, who can the movie!? Also, making the antagonist a pobegins ticking down to zero. For about five
no longerconvincinglyplay a poor person).
liceman (called a Time Keeper in themovie?s minutes, the movie resembles something
When a depressedrich man, Henry Hamilton terms), wholives poor to set a goodexample, dark, energetic, and creative, something as
(Matt Bomer), gives Will the remaining 100 only makes the film?s ?Will vs. the corrupt unique as the sci-fi classic Blade Runner.
plus years of his life, Will teams up with the
young,wealthySylvia Weis(Amanda Seyfried)
to steal time from therich and give it to the

Heights Staff
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Olsen stuns audiences in cult drama
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While it starts with an interesting concept, ?ln Time? quickly fizzles with disappointment.
talking again.
The one-two punch of Niccol?s surprisingly shoddy screenplay and the lack of
capable supporting actors make In Time
a case of failure in execution. Much of the
dialogue is either awkward or problematic, and casting only twenty-five year old
actors is a better idea in concept than in
Then, the characters start

practice. The need for an older actor to
anchor the film feels desperate at times.

Towards the beginning of the movie,
Will is launched into Robin Hood mode
upon reading Henry Hamilton?s message: ?Don?t waste my time.? Ironically, In
Time wasted most of its two hours, along
with its very considerable potential. n

BOX OFFICE REPORT
weekend gross

title

weeks in release

phOtOs COurtesy

Of

AllMOviephOtO.COM

1. Puss in boots

34.0

1

2. Paranormal aCtivity 3

18.5

2

3. in time

5.9

1

COurTEsY Of AIImOvIEpHOTO.COm

John Hawkesand Elizabeth Olsen portray cult membersfrom upstate New York, but all is not as docile as it mightfirst seem in the compound.
BY DARREN RANCK
Arts & Review Editor
Armedwith a star-makingperformance
and sharp direction, Martha Marcy May
Marlene gives audiences one of the best
dramatic thrillersof the year. The horror
of it all is not tied into typical Gothic mythologies or
MarTha marcy may
gory slasher
marlene:
motifs but
Sean Durkin
in very real
Fox Searchlight
and present
forms. The
film presents the chill-inducing nature of
lost family, lost love,and, most fearsome
of all, lost sense of self. It?s all done in a
delicate and finely tuned manner with a
remarkable performance anchoring it all.
Set in upstate New York, 22-year-old
Martha (Elizabeth Olsen) escapes from
her home, a stately farm doubling as a cult
compound. She calls her estranged sister
(Sarah Paulson) and stays at her beautiful lake house with her and her husband
(HughDancy). Martharefuses to telleither
of themwhereshe livedfor thepast several

b+

a-

years, and she exhibits stranger and less
acceptable behavior during her stay. This
storyline intercuts with scenes of Martha?s
life in the compound. Christened ?Marcy

May? by the cult?s leader (John Hawkes),
Martha slowly realizesthe duplicity of the
community, and tries to resist the brain-

washing. She can?t help, though, but to
find comfort in the loveher peers shower
upon her. At a social crossroads, Martha
must now decideif the questionableacts of
the cult are worth thelove and acceptance
she never felt at home with her sister.
Conveying these complexities is no
easy task, but newcomer Olsen makes it
look easy. Classically beautiful and clean,
Olsen plays against type in this role as

the world-weary Martha. Every subtle
motion and look contributes to the fully
realized creation of a young woman in
flux. As Marcy May, Olsen assumes a self-

possessed identity, one comfortable with
her lifestyle but still exuding a touch of
Martha, a savvy girl looking for meaning
in her life. The Martha on film, though,
is frustrated in her transitional phase,
and Olsen breathes life into this highly
challenging role. Her performance rivals

debuts from the likes of Jennifer
Lawrence in Winter?s Bone and hopefully
she, too, will earn an Oscar nomination.
Director and writer Sean Durkin is the
other standoutfrom the film.Durkin?s major motion picture debutshows a mastery

recent

of the art of suspense. His direction develops the film extraordinarily,beginning
with a slow burn until the final minutes
when the movie roars like a fireball. The
trickysubject matter is dealt withhonestly
as Durkin doesn?t shy away in portraying the life of cult members. No painful

practice or image goes unshown, which
serves to emphasize the film?s honesty.
Perhaps the greatest directorialmove is
achievedwith the help of cinematographer
Jody Lee Lipes. The duo creates Martha?s

4. Footloose

12.o

3

terrifying world with alarming effectiveness. Despite Martha?s sister?s high-end
taste, the similarity between the lake house

5. therum

5.4

1

and the cult compound is staggering.

6. real steel

4.7

4

7. the three musketeers

3.5

2

8. theides oF marCh

2.7

4

9. moneyball

2.4

6

10. Courageous

1.8

5

Both feel frighteningly secluded, bathed
in shades of gray and streaked sunlight.
This choice illustrates Martha?s struggle.
The lives of Martha and ?Marcy May?
look the sameon the surface and neither
offersher what she?s lookingfor. She is lost.
Paulson and Hawkes offer strong
performances as the two great forces
in Martha?s life. Paulson faces the challenges of playing a rather unsympathetic
character, but she serves as an excellent
reflection of theaudience?s view of Martha
and forges a connection with the viewer.
Hawkes, with hisskeletal buildand messy
facial hair, doesn?t draw your eye immedi-

ately,but he?s

a purelyhypnotic character
on screen. He oozes charismaand danger,
making him impossible tokeep your eyes

away from. The strength of his performance gives credence to Martha?s internal

struggle and brings validity to the plot.
The film is not for the fainthearted, but it is a must-see for Olsen?s performance and the wonderfully complicated work of Durkin. n

diary

BESTSELLERS OF HARDCOVER FICTION
1. thebest oF me
Nicholas Sparks
2. the Christmas wedding
James Patterson
3. bonnie
Iris Johansen
4. theaFFair
Lee Child
5. the marriage Plot
Jeffrey Eugenides

6. damned
Chuck Palahniuk
7. shoCk wave
John Sandford
8. the sense oF an ending
Julian Barnes
9. Tehran initiative
Joel Rosenberg
10. the nightCirCus
Erin Morgenstern
SOURCE:Publisher?s Weekly

Shakespeare and his stories get skewered in ?Anonymous?
BY DAN SIERING
Heights

and name her

successor.

Amongst her

particular the sinister Cecil
family, arise several plots to deceive

Staff

court, in

Known more for his world-destroying apocalyptic epics and special effects
of grand scale, director Roland Emmerich (
IndependenceDay, 2012) shows
a change of pace and some filmmaking
versatility with Anonymous, a rousing

historical drama revolving around the
controveranonymous:
sial genesis
RolandEmmerich of William
ColumbiaPictures Shake-

b

sp e

are?s

literary catalogue.Stuffed to the brim
with political deceit, royal romance,
and bloody clashes, Anonymous lays out
a convoluted, yet ultimately amusing
story with a historical basis that is as
corrupt as film?s royal characters.
The film?s opening scene places you
in a modern day theater in which an
orator reveals that tonight?s events will
provide the audience with an alternate
Shakespearianhistory. The stage then
promptly transforms into a London
landscape during the late 16th century,
a crucial period in English history in
which the aging Queen Elizabeth must
simultaneously quell an Irish rebellion

and betray.
Also included within the royal circle
is the Earl of Oxford (Rhys Ifans), who
is compelled to release his collection
of plays after realizing the power of
entertaining the masses. Yet believing
it to be unruly for a man of his stature
to be releasing controversial literature,
theEarl calls on a young playwrightBen

Jonson to serve as the public author
of the plays. However Jonson, feeling
used, passes thetask of being the Earl?s
living pseudonym to another man:
the drunken and crass actor William
Shakespeare.
The plot, supported by a series of
confusing and convoluted flashbacks,
continues to intertwine the release

of the Bard?s plays with the bubbling
political turmoil. However, do not
expect to get a history lesson while
watching. In order to enjoy this movie,
make sure to check all your previous
historical knowledge about Shakespeare
at the door. Anonymous does not aim

debunk history. You have to take
the film at face value. Any avid fan of
Shakespeare?s collectionthat is looking

to

find a film that reformulates his or
her view of historical literature will be
disappointed. This is a film that simply
takes a compellingpremise and serves
up a full platter of Hollywood drama.
However,Emmerich doesadd a lot of
to

important elements to keep the viewer

Ifans plays his character with veteran
humility andrealism. Vanessa Redgrave
also delivers a commendable performance as the elder yet wise Oueen
Elizabeth, a character that is severely
crucial to the film?s validity.
Walking into Anonymous, do not

engagedthroughout the film?s duration. expect to discover a historical revelaThe set and costume design within tion about the creation of Shakespeare?s
the royal chamber gives the quarrels plays. Similar to the conspiracy thatOlibetween the royal family an authentic
feel. From the grandiose halls of royal
chamber to the sewage-riddenpaths of
the common district, Emmerich creates a realistic atmosphere around his
fabricatedstoryline. The film alsorelies
on only a restricted use of CGI. Coming from a director that usually reverts
to over-exaggerated special effects,
Anonymous feels like a cool change
of pace in which the actual characters
dictatethe course of the film.
The film?s entertainment also stems
from a number of courseperformances.
Rhys Ifans dazzlesas the Earl of Oxford,
a nobleman whose situation becomes

ver Stone createdin JFK, Emmmerich?s
latest film takes a pursuable premise
and creates a cloud of authenticity. It?s
a pure, united historical drama with a

level of entertainment that is unparalleled to Emmerich?s earlier works.
The film might not intrigue the purest
intellectuals in the crowd, but it will

keep the unbiased viewer entertained

and engaged. n

more complex and intriguing after every scene. A drasticrevelation about the

film?s main characterdrops every other
moment. Within the film?s context lies
some space for over dramatization, yet

COurTEsY Of

In ?Anonymous,? directorroland Emmerich manages totreat a story of shakespearecarefully.
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Four actresses embody
?Love Your Body? week
?Good Body,? from

AlO

women?s

Mathiot and Crosby began the show
with a short dialogue,as pictures of the
different cast members flashed on the
screen behind them. The two student directors also made poignant appearances

in the show, taking on a chunk of acting

themselves.Theshow followedfour different actresses, Dana Bogan, A&S ?l2,
Tessa Condon, A&S ?l4, Molly Holden,
A&S ?l4, and Devizio, portraying Eve, as
she encountered many women of different ages, cultures, circumstances, and
body image issues. Each woman gives

relationship with food that is
all too accurate.
The range of characters was incredible, and very believable. By showing
women from all walks of life, from an
80-year-old Cosmo editor, to an African
American teenager at a fat camp, there
was somethingfor everyonein theaudience to relate to. What was consistent

throughout each actress? portrayal was
that Eve would meet with a woman,
ask her some questions involvingbody
images, and the actress would go off,
usually in a veryhumorous way, until all
of a sudden, things would take a serious

Eve a new and different perspective on
her own body, and her own self pro-

turn. Each woman?s story was real, and
showed that life is not in fact perfect.

claimed ?issue,? namely her not-so flat
stomach. A PowerPoint was projected
on the screen behind each woman to
tell the audience who this character was.
Though this was helpful, it could have
been done differently,as the whitebackground and plain black text did little to
add anything to the show.
?For me, The Good Body allows girls
and women to realize that we all have
body issues and we need to respect
each other and treat our bodies kindly,?
Devizio said. The show focused largely
on our body image issues being a relationship we have in our lives; often this
is our most committed and long?term
relationship, Eve Ensler pointed out in
her powerful script. Our body issues

Each woman had a motivation to eat
the way she did, exercise the way she
did, and treat her body the way she did
some had issues with their mothers,
others with the men in their life, and
still others with the cultural attitudes
they grew up with.
?My body was me, I was my body.
And ultimately, it was good,? said Mathiot and Crosby in a note in the show?s
program. And this is what Love Your
Body Week truly was all about: perpetuating love. In a world so inundated with
outright fear and hatred, towardsothers
and ourselves, it is important to remember that we are good; our bodies are
good. The mission of this week, and its
fulfillment in The Good Body were truly

become an actual obsessive relation-

wonderful examples of programming
at BC. Especially on a secluded college
campus, an environment so prone to

ship. The show was right on point, as
Eve?s bad relationship with bread was

discussed throughout. Who hasn?t met
someone who doesn?t eat carbs, and
looks at bread as their mortal enemy?
This is one of those cliched images of

Degas?

?

these sorts of prominent problems,
it is vitally important to take time out
and examine andreflect on who we are
as people. n

display

nudes on

CourTesy oF

in ?santa?s slay,? the red-suited, jollyfaced gift giverturns into a menacing demonwho goes on a killing spree in search of serious revenge.

Find some solace in shlocky horror
Grade F, from AlO
might need to see a more reputable horror
film to remember that actual movies still
exist.A more commercialhorror movie
that attains high levelsof absurdity while
serving up scares is Drag Me to Hell. With
this 2009movie, Spiderman director Sam
Raimi returns to his cult horror film roots,
casting AlisonLohman as a young loan
officer who is cursed afterrefusing to

extend an oldgypsy woman?s loan. While
Drag Me to Hell throwsone scream-worthy
moment after another at its audience, the
movie proves consistentlyfunny through
its self-awarenessand use of talking goats.

Also, anyone whobelieves that directors
can?t have gross-out vomit scenes in a PG-13 movie will be proven wrong, again and
again.
For a zombiemovie that soundshorrible, but is secretly quite good, look no further than DeadAlive. Before Peter Jackson

becamerenownedfor directing Lord of the
Rings, hemadeDead Alive, a horror-comedy that is recognized as one of the goriest
films of all times.For thosewho can stomach this non-stop gross-out, get ready to
becomedesensitizedto violence like never
before. This movie?s story involves a meek

For all its shock tactics,
?Dead Alive?s? best scene
shows a Kung Fu priest

?kicking
Lord!?

a?

for the

New Zealanderwho has to take care of his
zombifiedmother after she is bitten by a
Sumatran Rat-Monkey. Yes, the plot seems

to ascend to a new level of terrible, but wait

until the son stands up andfaces a whole
town of zombies with a lawn mower before
making a final verdict. For all its shock tactics, Dead Alive?s best scene shows aKung
Fu priest ?kicking a?for theLord!?
As Halloweenends andthe abnormally
long Christmas season begins,why not get
into the holiday spirit while keeping this
schlock marathon going with Santa?s Slay?
This holiday crossover flick tells the ?true?
story of Santa (played by former WWE
star Bill Goldberg),explainingthat he is a
demonwho lost a bet with an angelforcing
him to be jollyfor 1,000 years. Now, the
bet?s over andthekilling spree can begin.
The movie?s taglinereads: ?He?s making a
list?pray you?re not on it.? Enough said.
Joe Allen is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He welcomes commentsat arts@
bcheights.com.

CourTesy oF MFA.org

The MFA?s new exhibit features stellar examples of Degas? nudes, from all eras ofhis work.
Degas, from

AlO

of Degas? practice sketches beside
?Scene of War.?
Art at the MFA, and Xavier Rey, Curator
In the 1870?s Degas? workbecame deof Paintings at the Musee d?Orsay. It feacidedly anti-classical.Though he never intures 165works
145 of which are origitended these pieces to be publicly viewed,
nal drawings, paintings, sculptures, and his ?brothel scenes? are displayednext in
pastels by Degas from about 50 lenders the gallery. Intimate and revealing, these
from around the world. Approximately works feature women prostitutes with
one-thirdof Degas? pieces were supplied large bodies and full breasts in high-class
Parisian brothels. The subject of Degas?
by the Musee d?Orsay.
Arranged into six sections, Degas and workfrom this period was contemporary
theNude adeptly chronicles the evolution and experimental, as was his method of
of the artist?s perception of the naked creation; his ?brothel scenes? are monobody over the course of 50 years: from types made by a process of printmaking.
his early juvenilia and attempts at hisOne of Degas? most remarkable monotorical paintings, to his ?brothel scenes,?
types, ?The Serious Customer,? can be
seen in the exhibit.
Later in that decade, Degas strayed
from the sensual monotype representaDegas? work underwent tions of prostitutes; instead, he used
pastels and pictured his nude women in
a subtle change.
a more natural light, with unabashed reAnatomy was less
alism. His subjects were usually engaged
in mundane activities
combing hair,
important than was
drying feet and shown from the back.
many

?

?

?

?

expression and emotion.

and then realist nudes, and finally to his
emotionaland dynamic figuresof the last
decadeof his career.
Degas and the Nude opens with some
of Degas? earliest studies, called academies because a comprehensive study
of the naked body was an essential facet
of an artist?s education. By copying the
nudes of great artists such as Michaelangelo and Botticelli and by sketching live
models, he attained a thorough, classical
training in the arts by the time he was
eighteen.
With such schooling, Degas was prepared to pursue a career as a historical
painter. Though his desire to paint Biblical
and mythological scenes was fleeting, he
created several significant pieces two
of which are included in the gallery
during this period. ?Young Spartans
Dancing? and ?Scene of War? depict
some of Degas? most complex nudes; the
latter portrays naked women, their bodies completelyravaged, in odd, contorted
poses. Drawing inspiration from artists
?

?

such as Ingres and Delacroix, who both
have pieces in the exhibit as well, Degas
constructed these torturous poses with
clinical precision. In order to exemplify
this meticulousness, the exhibitpresents

In this way, Degas was able to provoke
poses that typify the versatility of the human form. Evidenced in ?Nude Woman
Drying Herself,? he abandoned concrete
notions of idealizationand romanticism
and exposed the human body as it was.

Degas? work from the late 1800?s underwent a subtle, yet revelatory, change.
Anatomy was less important to him than
was expression and emotion. This metamorphosis can be perceived at the end of

Degas and the Nude in several landscapes,

which actually have naked women transformed and hidden in them, and in his
sculptures of dancers.The dancer?s body,
balanced and caught between stillness
and motion, was Degas? favorite subject.
Degas once said that he wanted to be
?illustrious and unknown,? but the opening of Degas and the Nude at the MFA
clearly proves that he was only half suc-

cessful. Exclusively devoted to the nude
works of the French artist, the exhibit is
moving, surprising, and fundamentally
modern. The reaction of one of Degas?
friends perfectly expresses what any
current day viewer wouldfeel after visiting Degas and the Nude: ?We looked at
these walls,covered with works that were
powerful but horrible, which frightened
us all the more because the energy of
their lines and the beauty of their tones
kept us from looking at or thinking of
anything else.? n

Kevin hou / heighTs eDiTor

owen grover, A&s ?l2, playedtwo very differentroles in the production?rapunzel?s charmingly dim prince, and the deviouslysneaky Wolf.

Cast exposes true morals of fairytales
?lnto the Woods,? from AlO

nently, a striking contrast

to

any other
lighting.

part of the show in terms of

uniquelyto give birth to a new plot: one Jacqueline Dalley?s costumes were spot
of a baker and his wife and the journey on for each character, however, the most
they find themselves embarking on to striking were certainly the over-the-top
start a family. The second act explores ballroomgarb of Cinderella?s stepsisters.
the consequences and repercussions of Although a microphone seemed fuzzy
the characters? wishes that have now while Cinderella?s mother was speaking,
been fulfilled and their lives after the the lighting and sound added another
traditionalfairy tales end. The script dimension to the play that gave it more
itself was filledwith greatone-liners that depth and certainly more excitement.
The actors gave a stellar perforfrequently had the audience laughing
out loud, adding a dark humor and a
mance filled with constant energy.Cam
different perspective on the characters Cronin?s, LSOE ?l2, narration with his
and stories of the fairy tales we know strong voice and animated presence
and love.
offered humor throughout the play
(until his character is killed, no doubt
Everything about this play fit togetherwell, from the energy of the main much to the dismay of the audience),
characters, to the subtleties that filled and his back and forth transitions from
the stage itself. The three set pieces the narrator to the Mysterious Man are
were not only simple and beautiful, but
flawless; he plays both parts convincimmediately set the scene for the play ingly with no hint of a changeover. The
and offered a clear and concise correlaPrince brothers, playedby Owen Grover,
tion to a certain plot, which allowedthe A&S ?l2, and Andrew Babbitt, A&S ?l5,
audience to see the threeplots alongside were a spectacular source of laughter.
each other with no confusion. Truly While the two were certainlyeverything
striking, however, were the eerie trees Prince Charmings should be on paper,
that filled the back of the stage in layers, their hilariouslynarcissistic banter and
which gave the background a sense of melodramatic song ?Agony,? and its
depth to the forest. They were exactly reprise in the second act, was no doubt
the dark and creepy trees that one would a highlight of the show. Both actors did
imagine in the woods of a fairy tale, a great job of making Prince Charming
and the trees manipulated the lighting seem like an ordinaryguy at heart while
and cast shadowsbeautifully,while still still maintaining a sense of absurdnobilremaining the black backdrop to this ity throughout their performance.
sinister fairy tale story. All transitions
Therepertoire between the Wolf, also
set
were
so
and
done smoothly playedby Grover, andLittle Red Riding
changes
and flawlessly that they were barely Hood, played by Kathryn Raskin, A&S
noticeable. Jeff Adelberg?s lightingtruly ?l5, was dynamic and no doubt slightly
enhanced the show visually, as the conunsettlingto the audience after Grover?s
trast betweendark and light was crucial
fantastic and sinister performance of
in setting the mood for the show. Light ?Hello, Little Girl.? Raskin was wonwas especially noteworthy in the ?Act I
derfully convincing as a childlike and
Finale,? when the lightingchanged drasinnocent, yet also slightly sinister Red
ticallyand the shadows of thecharacters Riding Hood. Sarah Winglass?, A&S
?l4, performance as the Baker?s Wife
themselves were emphasized so promi-

truly a highlight of the show. Not
only was her acting spectacular and
was

her singing beautiful, her presence on

the

stage

seemed so natural. The hand

motions, facial expressions, and body

language that she used to enhance her
character were what truly stood out.
Maggie Maguire?s, A&S ?l3, renditionof
Jack?s Mother was incredibly believable
and the authenticity of her Irish accent
rivals that of our own grandmothers.
The script itself showed the true talent of
the actors, as their parts changed drastically from Act I to Act 11,from innocent
and typical fairy tale protagonists, to

emphasizing the deeper and darker
sides of these characters. Although Act
I was quite long, theaudience never lost
their interest.
What made the show even more interesting were the humorousand quirky
subtleties that worked as the crossed Ts
and dotted Is of the performance. The

light that flashed whenever the witch
used her stick, the plopping sound of
the magical beans dropping into cupped
hands, the ?whistling? birds on the mobile, and Cinderella?s dress divinely appearing from the top of the stage truly
added something to the show. A great
exampleof a subtlety that enhanced the
show was the depiction of the giant?s
presence. Kasey Brown?s bellowing voice
and the rattling of the giant?s footsteps
were as close to a giant actually being
in Robsham Theater as BC will ever get.
The actors? ability to look up and speak
to the giant as if there were something
really there towering above them was
impressive as it was done so well.
Into the Woods offered a great take on
the traditional fairy tales of our childhood. Every actor portrayed his or her
part uniquely and convincingly, while
the set design and lighting visually enhanced the already impressive cast. n
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Finding the
fun in campy horror flicks

WICKED CULTURED

Waiting on

Planning the perfect
pre-outing movie fest
BY JOE ALLEN

CHARLOTTE PARISH
There is an inherent problem with making films aboutbad guys. Not theDisney
villains with their evil laughs and lovable
maniacal plots. With those characters,
directorsdo not needto blink an eye since
their villains willalways lose. Sometimes

?WOODS? TEAM EARNS ITS

In college, Halloweenloses its magic.
Going out replaces trick-or-treating and
horror movie marathons, the holiday?s two
greatest traditions. But who can find the
time to sit and watch 150 minutes of Jack

Nicholson graduallylosing his mindwhile

the villains are some of the most fun
characters of the movie. (Although it?s
really disconcerting that my sister only
ever wantedvillain costumes as a child,
never princesses.) Even in non-animated
films that invent their own evildoers,
there is an incredible amount of leeway in
characterization.Sure, in Lord of theRings,
Saruman wins a fewbattlesand is a despi-

trying to make a costume that simultaneously requires minimal clothing and prevents frostbite?Luckily, there exists a class
of horror movies thatrefuses to acknowl-

edge words such as ?scary? or ?quality,?
horror movies madefor drinking games.
As a movie reviewer for The Heights, I
would give each of the five movies below
an F for ?Freakin? Awesome.? So, when
pre-gaming Mary Ann?s this Halloween,
check out one (or all!) of these ?spooky?

cable character for killing the good guys.
But ultimately, he is a facet of someone?s
imagination, a fantasy that the audiences

cinematic achievements:
Nothing says, ?We need to start drinking immediately!? quite like a Return to
Sleepaway Camp. According to the DVD
box, this movie is a sequel.Luckily, Return
to Sleepaway Camp laughs in the face of
continuity. No one is safe as bullies at a
summer camp start meeting theirincreas-

can unequivocallyhate.

The bad guys who pose thereal problem for filmmakersare the true villains of
the world: the doctorof Birkenau in The
Debt, General Bizimungu in Hotel Rwanda, and, now, Whitey Bulger in an upcoming Ben Affleck film. Casting incredibly
cruel historicalfigures is a Herculean task
because there is such fine line between an
accurate portrayaland a caricature, either

because they have absolutely no semblance of humanity or because they are too
sympathetic such that the film appears to
justifytheir actions.
This is why I am incredibly hesitant
about the planning stagesof the Affleck
and MattDamon project of Whitey
Bulger?s life. The man was, and is, a scar

Kevin Hou

/

HeigHts

Boston College theatre department?s ambitious production of
Sondheim musical succeeds with wit, charm, and depth

on the Southie consciousness as he rav-

aged the neighborhoodfor years with
violence, drugs, and gang activities. It is
heart-wrenchingenoughthat he is on trial
for the brutalmurders of 19 people.But
then you have to stop and think aboutthe
ripple effect of everyonewho was touched
by those tragedies: mothers,children, husbands, friends, coworkers, teachers.Those
19 deaths represent only a sliver of Bulger?s
activities. And most of the people who
lived through Bulger?s de facto reign are
still alive, many even still livingin Southie.
So how shouldthe film beshot? How
can Affleck respect the emotional nature of
such a story whilealso remaining faithful
to his artistic interests in the movie? The
simple answer is that he can?t.
For the same reason that most filmmakers stayed awayfrom movies about
the Iraq War and Sept. 11 until we have
a decade of perspective,Affleck simply
cannot make a film about a man who is still
currently on trial. Evenon the most basic
level of plot, the ongoing court case makes
it unprofessional for Affleck to declarethat

Bulger was or was not responsiblefor the
deaths. But if he can?t comment on the
murders, how willhe depict the gangster?s
activities?
And while I think that Matt Damon is
Superman who can do anything he pleases,
I am supremely concerned with him play-

ing Whitey. With his qualifications as a
lawyer whorepresented Francis ?Cadillac
Frank?? Salemmeand helped expose Bulger,

Anthony Cardinale may not be the most
apt critic of casting decisions. However he
does have a point that this couldpotentially be a ?bad career move? for Damon.
Not because he can?t give Bulger enough
character depth, but for its reception with
Damon?s home crowd. Part of what crowds
love about Damon is that he is family oriented and loyal to his Boston roots. If audiences don?t like the film?s portrayal, Damon
may alienate most of his hometownfan
base. Would this be an overreaction by
Bostonians? Absolutely not. The history of

Whitey Bulger?s gang hits a nerve with all
residents of Boston, if not the entire state.
This isn?t to say that the project is a
waste of time. First, it is incrediblybrave to
take on such a film and they deservecredit
for even conceptualizingit. Plus although
it is easy to criticize Affleck and Damon
for not being sensitive to Bostonians?
emotional connection to the topic, it may
wellbe that their Boston roots are exactly

of-your-seat scares are
replaced with a leprechaun
rapping in a strip club. Few

BY TAYLOR CAVALLO FOR THE HEIGHTS

The

made to explain
theLeprechaun?s street cred,
or why Ice-T is in this, which

attempts are

Boston College theatre department?s performance of Into the
Woods offered a great start to Halloween weekend. With music and
lyrics written by Stephen Sondheim and a book by JamesLapine, the
musical?s first act weaves togetherthe plots ofseveralBrothers Grimm
fairy tales, includingCinderella, Rapunzel,Little Red Riding Hood
and Jack and the Beanstalk. These familiar stories come together

makes the whole film that
much more entertaining.
Quality check: If you

watch the previous

two

movies back-to-back, you

See ?into the Woods,? A9

See Grade F, A9

Monologues celebrate Love
Your Body Week message
BY THERESE TULLY
Heights Editor

come across loud and

clear. The directors
did a wonderful job
forming a personalre-

Love Your Body
Week culminated in
a presentation of Eve

lationship with their
cast and fellow Boston College students.

Ensler?s The Good Body
in Cushing 001 on Friday, Oct. 28. This set
of monologues complemented the week?s
message of acceptance
of one?s self perfectly,

Charlotte Parish is the Assistant Arts
& Review editorof The Heights. She
can be reached at arts@bcheights.com

With rehearsals
the end
of September, directors Claire Mathiot,
LSOE ?l2, and Meghan Crosby, A&S ?l2,
had about a month to work with the actresses andmaketheirmessageofself-love

Ultimately, my last word would just

like that.This premise
makes for a unique
horror movie, one
in which jump-out-

1Two charming, yet flighty, princes. 2 The Baker?s Wife sneaksabout the woods.3 Jackclimbs theBeanstalk. 4 Little Red
Riding Hood confronts the wolf. 5 Cinderella leaves thefamed shoe. 6 The Baker finds a golden goose.

be one of caution: This film cannot be
madewithoutoffendingsomeone, so be
prepared to walk on eggshells.

the movie.

joints, and many other ridiculous traps.

This horror movie also boldly makes the
nerdybully victim the most irritating and
cringe-worthy character, to the point of
viewers actively hoping for his demise.
Look for the questionableappearances of
South Park?s Isaac Hayes andThe Soprano?s
Vincent Pastore in this schlock fest.
After setting this bar low, keep the
laughs coming with Leprechaun 5: In the
Hood. The series has regressed quite a bit
from its Jennifer Aniston-starring first
installment. Warwick Davis stars as the
rhyming, pot-loving, Irish creature (?A
friend with weed is a friend indeed?) who
is back to his murderous
ways as he races IceT to get a magical
flute or something
?

and raised a lot of pertinent questions involving body image across
differentages, cultures, and societies. The
show, which was produced by theWomen?s
Resource Center, met a standing ovation,
from a mostly female packed audience, at
theend of the night. However therewas a
strong male presence in the room, which
was surprising, as body issues seem to be
taboo in regards to men. The actresses
sported their bright orange, ?I heart my
body? shirts for the performance, which
was often in contrast to their characters?
wordsof body consciousness.

the reason that they feel they need to make

ingly funny deaths, which involve deep
fryers, spiked bunkbeds, gasoline-covered

beginning at

This allowed a

true

closeness, openness,

and an atmosphere
of honesty that allowed this show, that
is so emotionally
charged, to be done
?

in the most meaningful way.

?Meghan and Claire were wonderful!
They were always making sure we were
comfortable and prepared. They were
always available to talk, not only about the
show, but anything,? said Sarah Devizio,
one of the actresses who portrayed Eve,
and LSOE ?l4. The directorsreally wanted
to delve deepinto the message,so that each
actress formed a personalconnection with

?All of our rehearsals
involveda two or more hour discussionof
different topics such as body image andthe
media, race and body image, weight and
body image, sexualityand body image and
many more,? Devizio shared.
Eve Ensler?s story.

See ?Good Body,? A9

Justin Timberlake stretches his range
INSIDE ARTS
The
and
his hand
actor tries
at action packed
pop singer
drama in the new release In Time, A8

THIS

Courtesy of mfa.org

The exhibit ?Degas and the Nude? gives impressionistpainterEdgar Degas new edginess.

Looking under ?The Nude?
MFA Degas exhibit
showcases natural beauty
BY ARIANA IGNERI
For the Heights
Edgar Degas
the impressionist artist who

For those who know

simply as

painted pretty pictures of dancers in
tutus, the Museum of Fine Art?s (MFA)
new exhibit, Degas and the Nude, may be
uncomfortably surprising. The exhibit is

solely dedicated to Degas? extensive, and
almost obsessive, career depicting the
naked human form, and though dancers
are present in many of theworks featured
at the end of the exhibit, tutus are not,
nor are any other articles of clothing for

that matter. The result is an exhibit that,
leaves the untutored viewer contemplating whether Degas? approach is
somehow genteelor instead justraunchy;
afterretrospection and reflection, though,
Degas and the Nude not only reveals the
at first,

complexity of humanity, but also that of
the painter himself.
Degas and the Nude was organized
by the MFA in Boston (who is hosting
the exhibit until Feb. 5, 2012 in the Gund

Gallery) and by the Musee d?Orsay in
Paris (who will present the exhibit in the
spring). Taking three years to complete,
the project was conceived by George
T.M. Schecklford, Chair of Art of Europe,
Arthur K. Solomon, Curator of Modern

See Degas, A9

Shakespeare drama goes Anonymous
Director Roland Emmerich rewrites the taleof William Shakespeare and the legacy of thebard, A8
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Remembering
what is feels like to win

PAUL SULZER
Eleven months and two days. That was
the last time, before Saturday, that Boston

Collegehad won a truly meaningfulfootball game(so no, UMass doesn?t count).
So, when the Eagles beat the Maryland
Terrapins in College Park over the weekend, the victory vindicated a team that
was losing confidence, if not hope.

seven-game losing streak took
could see it in
their glum faces and hear it in theirforBC?s

a toll on the players. You

lorn voices. The weekly media luncheon

began to feel like an ongoing funeral
for the season. Every Wednesday, Luke
Kuechly, Bobby Swigert, and a few others
came to the Conte Media Suite drenched
from another downpour and told us how
the team was coping with its latest defeat.
And the hits kept coming. Not only were
the Eagles losing games they were losing players every week. Ifeanyi Momah.
Montel Harris. Kaleb Ramsey. Seven of
BC?s 10 seniors missed time due to injury,
including the aforementioned three,
?

Charlie debOyace /

who are applying for medicalredshirts
because they are done for the season.
Nevertheless, Kuechly and Co. put
on their bravest faces, trying their best
to convince us that morale in the locker
room

the

diaMOndback

AlexAmidon ran for a 19-yard touchdown, one offour scores BC recorded on the ground. The Eagles rushed for 372 yards in one of their grittiestperformances in the trenchesin recent memory.

remained high. They told us tales

of captains delivering speeches in hotel
rooms and coaches admonishingplayers
to finish their tackles against the likes of

Sammy Watkins and David Wilson. They
sounded like they were doingeverything
they needed to break through for a win.
In Swigert?s own words, ?the little things?

See Winning, B3

Eagles run Terps into the ground, snap dry spell
Beneath an intermittent wintry mix, both teams

BY PAUL SULZER
Sports Editor
COLLEGE PARK, Md. For the first time in
11 months, Boston College has beaten a Football
?

Bowl Subdivision team. The
Eagles defeated the MaryMaryland
land Terrapins, 28-17, on a
snow-soaked field at Byrd Stadium Saturday to snap
a seven-gamewinless streak against Division 1-A opponents and improve to 2-6 (1-4 ACC).
?We?re veryexcitedabout getting a win,? head coach
Frank Spaziani said.?The conditions were horrific, but
we found away to win. Kudos to us.?
Boston College 28

struggled to throw the ball.Behind a breakout performance from Deuce Finch, though, the Eagles moved
theball consistentlyagainst an overmatched Maryland
defense.The sophomorerunning backfinished with 39
carries and 243 yards, within striking distanceof the
school record in each category (42 carries by Andre
Williams and 264 yards by Montel Harris).
?In sloppyweather,it?s hard to get big hitters,? Finch
said.?We put an emphasison moving the chains.If we
come.?
The Eagles establishedtheir game plan from the
start. Following a short Chase Rettig pass on the
first play of the game, BC ran the ball with Finch five
move the chains, scores will

straight times. With the Terrapinsstacking thebox on
thefinal carry, Finch made a singlecut and scampered
for an 18-yard score. BC took a 7-0 lead within three
minutes of the opening kick.
?I?m not used to playingin conditionslike this,? said
Rettig, who?s from Sierra Madre, Calif. ?Our team is
full of Northern boys. They?re used to this weather.
When it?s like this, you want to run the ball. We did
that today.?
Maryland came out with a similar emphasis on
the ground game. The Terps started scrambling
quarterback C.J. Brown over pro-style passer Danny

See Football, B3

Mejia spurs win at Virginia

MEN?S HOCKEY

Top-ranked BC sweeps
upset-minded Lowell

Junior forward registers goal, assist in 2-1 victory
BY AUSTIN TEDESCO
For The Heights
Junior forward Kevin Mejia sparked
the No. 13 Eagles to an early lead against
the Virginia CavBoston College 2
aliers thatBoston
1
Virginia

BY CHRIS GRIMALDI
For The Heights

As record-breaking snow fell and frigid wind
howledoutside of Conte Forum on Saturday night, the
Boston College men?s hockey
Boston College 6
team looked to continue its hot
UMass-Lowell 3
streakagainst UMass-Lowell in
a heatedrematch.
Only 24 hours after knocking off the River Hawks
on their home ice, the Eagles completed a momentous
two-game series sweep with a dominant 6-3 victory
over their conference foe. A sharp BC squad led by
coach Jerry York partook in some trick-or-treating of
its own, collectinganotherfour points in the standings
over Halloweenweekend.
?It?s somethingwe always strive for,? saidYork ofhis
team?s timely efficiency. ?It?s very difficult to attain.?
Despite Lowell?s resilient effort, this contest was defined by BC?s early offensive attack and a well-executed
first period that crippled any hopefor a major Hockey
East upset. Sparkedby inspiredplay from their young

College wouldn?t
let go of in a 2-1 victory Saturday night in
Charlottesville.
BC picked the right moments to attack
Virginia with only two shots on goal but
both of them connecting. The Eagles began the scoring in the 27th minute when
they moved the ball upfield with quick
passing. MidfielderKyle Bekker delivered
a pinpoint feed to Mejia, who knocked a
wide open shot to the upper left corner of
the net over a sliding Virginia goalie. The
goal from eight yards out was Mejia?s first
of the season. He went on to make more
noise later in the night.
Virginia attacked early, forcing junior
goalie Justin Luthy to make two saves
in the first 20 minutes of play, but the
alex trautwig / heights editOr

See Men?s Hockey, B4

Pat Mullane and the high-scoringEagles were too much for Lowell.

Cavalier offense stalled after that. Virginia

had no other shots on goal for the rest of

the half due to stifling defense from BC.
The back line has been great all season
and didn?t let up on Saturday night. Even
though the Cavaliers got off 18 shots and
had seven corners, they only came away
with one goal(off a penalty kick).
The Eaglesheld on to the 1-0 lead going
into halftime, but openedthe gameup early in the second half. In the 47th minute,
Mejia set up freshman midfielder Diego
Medina-Mendez to make a move past the
Virginia keeper and kick the ball into the
left side of the goal for BC?s second score.
Mejia talliedhis third assist of the season
with the pass andMedina-Mendez?s score
was his sixth this year.
The Cavaliers came out firing, putting up 12 shots in the second half, but
few were on goal. It took two saves in the
second half from Luthy for the Eagles to
hold on to the lead. In the 70th minute,
junior defenseman Stefan Carter was
called for a foul in the box setting up a
penalty kick for Virginia. Luthy couldn?t
stop Virginia?s Brian Span from finding

See Men?s Soccer, B5

Wake eliminates BC from ACC tournament
BY KIM SCHROER
For The Heights
Facing Wake Forest for thesecond time
in four days, the Boston College women?s
Wake Forest

3

Boston College 2

soccer team failed
to match Thurs-

day?s result, fallDemon
Deacons
the
3-2 yesterday
afternoon in Newton.
After BC got off to a fast start Thursing to

day, the roles were reversed yesterday, as
Wake Forest struck first. Forward Rachel
Nuzzolese scored in the sixth minute. The
Demon Deacons added another goal 17
minutes later whenKim Marshall scoredoff
a corner kick from Nuzzolese.The Eagles
had a couple of great opportunities in the
first half, as both Kristie Mewis and Julia
Bouchelle hit the post with their shots as
the half came to a close.
The roles flipped again at halftime,
as BC became the aggressor. The Eagles
grahaM beck / heights

staff

Mewis scored instoppage time, but it wasn?t enoughto lift BC to a win in the ACC quarterfinals.

See Women?s Soccer, B5

Finch breaks out
INSDE

Get the full story behind the sophomore
running back?s deve10pment..............83
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Mejia, whoscored hisfirst goal of theyear Saturday, also openedup the defensewith crafty passing.

Field hockey loses regular season finale

SPORTS
ACC 5tanding5..............................82
The Eagles lost
1-0 at Wake Forest on Saturday aftern00n..........................................82
Quote of the Week........................82
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Volleyball team stunned by Wolfpack
BY TIM JABLONSKI
Heights Staff

Seeking to end its three-game losing
streak, the Boston College women?s volleyballteam found itself up 24-20 in the
fourth set, one point awayfrompushing
its match against North Carolina State
(17-9, 5-8 ACC) to the limit. Walking
off the court in Raleigh several minutes
later, after losing seven of the final eight
points, the stunned Eagles (7-17, 3-10)
left to contemplate what might
have been.
?It?s very frustrating mainly because
we felt we could have won
we were
right there, competing in the match,?
head coach Chris Campbell said. ?It?s
not the first time that we?ve squandered
were

Nlck RELLAS/ HEIGHTSSTAff

Blake Bolden and the Eagles? defense were unable to shut downthe MaineBlack Bears.

Maine ends Eagles? streak

an opportunity like that this season, and
it?s one of the big things that is preventing us from competing with most of the
teams in the conference. It?s becoming
a trend.?
Similar to last weekend, when the
Eagles had set point in the opening set of

time. Armed with quadruple set point,
BC surrendered back-to-back kills to
NC State. After a BC error trimmedthe
lead to one, a controversial net-touch

the weekend with a victory, but NC State
put on a 9-4 run of its own, tying the
opener at 12.From there, the Eaglesdug
themselves into a hole, losing the first
two sets by a combined 15 points.

The

team

rallied and took the third

set 25-17, getting a boost from the freshmen tandem of Courtney Castle and

Kellie Barnum. Castle picked up 14 kills
and 18 digs, while Barnum notched eight
kills and three digs to go along with her
match-high 45 assists.
?I thought we improved as the match
went along, and we certainlycame close
to putting ourselves in position to earn a
victory,? Campbell said. ?We just have to
get betterat finishingoff the opportunities that we get for ourselves.?
A slow start kept the Eagles from

Corinne

Heights Staff

deficit.

The No. 4 Boston College women?s ice
hockey team (5-2-1, 2-1-1 Hockey East)
lost to Maine (6-4-0, 2-2-0 Hockey East),
5-2, on Sunday at KelleyRink. The Eagles
ended their six-game winning streak as
Maine goalieBrittany Ott saved 31 shots
and forward Brittany Dougherty had a

theirmatches against Miami and Florida
State and squandered both chances, the
Eagles were unable to close at crunch

call cost the Eagles a point,knotting the
match up. Upon handing the serve back
to BC, the Wolfpack rallied for a kill,
then got consecutive blocks to finish
the match off.
A quick 8-3 start gave the Eagles
reason to hope they could come out of

BY SEAN HYATT

hat trick.
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Despite being aheadin thefourth set, Brennan Clark and the Eagles could not holdoff NC State.
getting off of the ground against North

Carolina Friday night

as

the Tarheels

(19-5, 11-2) swept BC, 25-16, 25-16 and
25-19 in Chapel Hill. UNC came out
swinging, jumping out to a quick lead

and keeping the Eagles at a reasonable
distance for the entirety of the set.
?They?re one of the better teams in
the conference, definitely, and if your
play against them isn?t consistent they
are going to take advantageof it,? Campbell said of the Tar Heels. ?We?re not at
the level where we can play inconsistently and expect to be competing on the
road against solid competition.?
The Eagles racked up just 26 kills,
compared to the Tar Heels? 43, while
committing seven more errors than their
opponents. Senior Brennan Clark picked

up seven kills to lead the Eagles? attack,
but the team?s inability to turn service
opportunities into points prevented
themfrom competing with North Carolina for any extendedperiod of time.
In the second set, the Eagles dictated

play early while staking themselves to a
10-8 lead. But Carolina evened the score
up at 13 before embarking on a 5-0 run,
putting the set out of reach and pushing
BC into a 2-0 hole that was too deep to
recover from.

North Carolina only picked up mofrom there, crushing BC in
set
the third
from start to finish. After
running out to an early lead, they never
let the Eagles get withinmore than four
as they won 13 of the final 16 points to
close out a dominantvictory. n
mentum

?Their goalieplayed really well,? head
coach Katie King Crowley said. ?We had
some chances to put pucks home and she
came up with the save when she needed
the save. When that happens on theother
side it takes a littlebit out of you and that?s
something thatour kids have to learn how
to handle, and how to deal with.?
Throughout the match, BC?s two
point-leading freshmen, Alex Carpenter
and Emily Field, failed to contribute at
their normally high level of play, notching only a single assist between the two
on the night.
?With the freshmen that we rely on
to score goals and the young kids that
we rely on, it takes a little bit to get used
to running into a big goalie like that,?
Crowley said.
The contest began with 15 minutes of
Eagle puck controlas the team put up nine
shots, held Maine to zero, and put heavy
pressure on during a power play.
At 14:42, Dougherty gave the Black
Bears their first shot and goal off a pass
from Tori Pasquariello through BC?s
defense. The an off-balance attempt at
the top right corner of the goal went past

Boyles, handing the Eagles a 1-0

BC responded quickly, with Jackie
Young scoring the equalizer off a powerplay slap shot two minutes later.
In the seventh minute of the second
period, Dominique Goutsis put Maine up
again off a breakaway,top-net goalfrom a
Brianne Kilgour assist.
Following a BC penalty at 10:30,
Dougherty found goal again with a close
distance score to put Maine up 3-1. With
18 minutes left to play in the third period,
the Black Bears scored another close distance, power-play goal, putting pressure
on the Eagles to respond soonor face little

chance of a comeback.
Roughly two minutes later, Dougherty
scored for her third and final time of the
game. The breakaway goal gave Maine
a four-goal lead despite BC?s significant
shot advantage.
With 10 minutes left in the game, the
Eagles received a power play, which allowedDanielle Welch to put awayone last
scoring chance.
By the game?s end, BC had outshot
Maine 33-16, with both teams converting
two power play opportunities. The last
period also saw Kiera Kingston replace

Boyles, making three saves in her 16
minutes of play.
?Boyles was playing great for us,?
Crowleysaid. ?She?s been a mainstay back
thereand she did what she could. So we
just need to pick it up on the offensiveside
and try to help her out sometimes. This
was one of thosegameswherewe couldn?t
quite do it.? n

Struggling field hockey continues late-season skid at Wake Forest
Demon Deacons prove to be too much, as they shut out
the Eagles in the teams? regular season finales,
BY STEVEN PRINCIPI
Heights Staff

The Boston Collegefield hockey team closed out
its regular season in heartbreakingfashion Saturday
with a 1-0 loss at Wake Forest. The No. 12 Eagles
put in an outstanding performance on defensefor
most of the afternoon, but were unable to solve the
back line of the No. 19 Demon Deacons. The Eagles

the first half, but both were easily dealt with by a BC defensethat lookedalmost
unbeatable at times.
two corners in

fell to 10-8 (1-4 ACC) for the season while Wake
Forest moved to 9-8 (2-3 ACC). The game ended

On the other end, the Demon Deacons dominated just as much defensively, only allowing two
shots on goal in the first 35 minutes. The Eagles had

the regular season for both teams but will not be the
last time they face off, with a quarterfinal match-up
in the ACC tournament right around the corner.
The first half of the game showed the defensive
strength of both teams. Neither team was able to
develop muchflow and the pace of the game nearly
grinded to a halt at times. Wake Forest managed

their bestchance of the half when they won their
first corner with under threeminutes to go in the
half, but Jacqui Moorfield?s shot went wideand the
threat was over.
The score at halftime was a well-deserved0-0 as
both teams came out with arguably their strongest
defensive efforts of the year.
The second half resembled the first half for the
opening few minutes. Neither team was able to create many opportunities and it lookedlike the game
was destinedfor a 0-0 draw. As the game continued,
however, the midfield opened up a bit and scoring
chances became a little more common. Still, neither
team was able to get on the board untilthe 42nd
minute of the game. Wake Forest won back-to-back
corners in the 42nd and managedto convert on

their second one. While the original shot attempt
was blocked, Lauren Greenwald of the Deacons
managed to gain control of the looseball and fire a
quick shot past Nicole Barry from around four yards
out.

ALEX TRAUTWIG / HEIGHTSEDITOR

Field hockey head coach AinsleeLamb will needher team toregroup for any chanceof success in the ACC tournament.

SPORTin SHORT

ACC Men?s Soccer Standings
Team
North Carolina
Maryland
Duke
Boston College
Wake Forest
Virginia
Clemson
NC State
Virginia Tech

Conference
4-1-2
4-2-1
4-3-1
4-3-0
4-3-0
3-3-1
3-4-0
2-5-0
1-5-1

Numbers to Know

243

Overall
13-2-2
13-2-2
9-6-1
12-4-0
8-6-3
10-6-1
6-8-1
6-9-2
4-11-2

With time running out, the Eagles desperately
tried to even the scoring but were unableto create
many significant chances. They failed to test the opposing goalieeven once in the second half, sending
all threeshots they attempted wideof the net. The
game ended with the score 1-0 in favor of Wake
Forest, a difficult result for the Eagles, who played
so well defensively.
The loss means that BC will be the No. 5 seed
in the upcoming ACC tournament, where they
will play Wake Forest once again as the No. 4 seed.
Based on the slump they went on towards the end of

Yards sophomore running back RolandanFinch rushed for against Maryland
on Saturday.

6
Sophomore forwardKevin Hayes? curscoring streak after the weekend
series against UMass Lowell.

rent

37
The number of saves for women?s
hockey?s junior goaltender Corinne
Boyles vs. Providence, a season high.

ALEX TRAUTWIG / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The BC field hockey team has fallen into a lateseason slump and willrely on its older players, such
as Maike de Jager, heading into postseason play.
the season, the Eagles will most

likely need a deep
and even possibly a tournament victory if they
hope to make it to the NCAA tournament. ACC
tournament play will begin on Thursday for the
Eagles. n

run

Quote of the Week

?It?s a win. It?s like the
next breath of air for
us. The kids have been
working hard and

making progress.?
Frank Spaziani,
after Saturday?s
win at Maryland.
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Winning
can help
restore hope
Winning, from

AlO

were going wrong. Ablown assignment

here. Apoor decision there. They weren?t
far from victory.
And they finally got that win over

the weekend. They played a confident,
smashmouth game. Typical BC, or at
least it used to be. The Eagles ran the
ball over and around the Maryland front
seven, repeatedly opening up holes

by winning the point of attack. Deuce
Finch darted through those gaps with a
decisive first step reminiscent of the man
whose single game rushing record he
nearly broke Montel Harris. Offensive
coordinator Dave Brock finally found a
?

way to get the speedy Alex Amidon more
involved, running four end-aroundsfor
58 yards. By sealing the edge with quality
widereceiver and tight end blocking, the
Eagles consistentlychewed up tons of
yardage and became the aggressor.
What made BC?s performance so impressive was that Maryland knew exactly

what theEagles wanted to do by the end
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Max Holloway(center) contributed to BC?s game-changingfirst-quarter interception when hedeflected C.J. Brown?s pass upward. Sean Sylvia caught the ball andreturned it to the Maryland 25.

Eagles grind out win thanks to gritty ground game
Football, from B1
O?Brien and marched down the field for a
33-yard field goal. BC went three-and-out
on its next drive, giving Maryland the opportunity to seize control of thegamefrom
its own 40.
Instead, Brown threw an interception
on the second play of

the drive.Defensive
end Max Holloway deflected the pass
skyward at the line of scrimmage, where
it fell into safety Sean Sylvia?s hands. He
returned the pick 19 yards to the Maryland
25. Two plays later, Alex Amidon took an
end-aroundright 19 yardsfor a touchdown
and a 14-3 lead midway through the first
quarter.
?To get out in front gives you a different
attitude,? Spaziani said.?You saw what they
had to do in the conditions. It got tough

there.?
BC made it tough for Maryland, too,
by grinding down the clock with its effective running game. The Eagles undertook
out

perhaps their best drive of the season the
next time they got the ball, marching 80
yards on 16 plays. They chewed up 7:25
spanning the late first and early second
quarter. Williams capped the drive with a

three-yard scoring run on a counter to the
right to put BC up 21-3.
Despite a flawless start to thegame,the
Eagles let the Terrapins hangaround.Finch
fumbled twice, including once inside the
Maryland 10-yard line and another time
at the BC 14-yardline.
?I can?t fumble the ball,? he said. ?I was
disappointed in myself for fumbling twice
in the first half. The coaches and players
told me to keep my head up and to hold
onto it in the second half.?
But the defense bailed him out both
times. Dominic Appiah recorded BC?s first
blockedkick on a 34-yardfield goalattempt
stemming from the turnover in the team?s
defensivered zone.
?Even though we were winning, it didn?t
feel like we had momentum,? Rettig said.

?They were hanging around. That?s something we need to work on.?
Maryland staged a late comebackbut

kick, Finch iced the game with a threeyard touchdownrun to give the Eagles a
28-10 edge. O?Brien scored a consolation

was unable to get in the endzone until the
game was beyond reach. O?Brien replaced
Brown at quarterback after BC?s third
touchdown. Neither was effective. The
passing stats across the board were ugly
(O?Brien: 14-for-35, 165 yard, one touchdown, one interception;Brown: 2-for-6,14
yards, one interception; and Rettig: 5-for-12, 32 yards, one interception).

touchdown on a one-yard sneak with two
minutes left, though, which didn?t sit well

with the defense.
?We have to do a better job in thered
zone, especially toward the end of the
game,? said linebackerLuke Kuechly, who
recorded 12 tackles and an interception.
?We have to stop them.We have to finish
better. With six minutes left in the game,
we took off a littlebit.?
O?Brien tossed the lone aerial touchdown of the game when Manny Asprilla
In the end, the Eagles got the jobdone.
failed to take him down on a corner blitz.
They built an early lead and leaned heavily
The sophomore quarterback sidestepped on their run game. They return to Chestthe pressure and targeted Adrian Coxson, nut Hill this week as victors, a claim they
the widereceiver on Asprilla?s side of the haven?t been able to makefor too long.
field. Coxson frozesafety Hampton Hughes
?It?s a win,? Spaziani said. ?It?s like the
on a stop-and-go and sprinted into the ennext breathof air for us. The kids have been
dzone,untouched, for a 55-yard score. The working hardand makingprogress.You
Terps cut thedeficit to 11 with thatscore at have to have success after a while. That
was a confidencebuilderfor a groupthat
the 6:39 mark in the fourth quarter.
After BC recovered the ensuing onside

needs some reinforcement.?

n

of the first drive and still couldn?t stop
them. BC has been looking all season
for an attack it can reliably execute. The
team has found that threat in a run-oriented offense. Keep it simple on Thursday
against Florida State. The Eagles need to

do what they do well.Establish the run.
Make the Seminoles work with slight

wrinkleslike end-arounds or Wildcat
snaps to Finch. But it?s important to know
your strengths and play to them. That?s
how you win.
The Eagles need to keep winning to
escape the paralyzing negativity that
has bombarded the program from every
direction ? its fans, its alumni blogs, even
its student newspaper. In this column, I
have twice called for head coach Frank
Spaziani to be fired. I stand by thatstatement. His tactics are too conservative.
He costs BC points with his ineffective,
play-not-to-loseclock management. But
for one week, let?s forget past differences
and revel in victory. It feels good to win.
Enjoy it. You never know when the next
win will come. Live in the moment, for a
little bit at least. The clock is always ticking towardthe next game.
Three days. That?s how long BC has
until it can prove the Maryland win

wasn?t a fluke.
Paul Sulzer is the Sports Editor for The
Heights. He can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.

Finch overcomes injuries
to seize starting RB role
BY GREG JOYCE
Assoc. SportsEditor
Mononucleosis ended his freshman
he worked to regain his
strength from that, he tore his ACL in
spring practice in 2010, shutting him down
for his entire sophomore season. Then, to
start the 2011 season, Rolandan ?Deuce?
Finch was finally healthy.But there was one
problem: he was the fourth running back
on the depth chart.
Buried behind Montel Harris, Andre
Williams, and Tahj Kimble, Finch patiently
waitedhis turn, but kept working hard in
theprocess. Then, a combinationof injuries
pushed Finch to the top of the depthchart,
and hemadehis first start at Clemson Oct.
year early. After

8. From that point on, Deuce has been on
the loose.

?Deuce didn?t like his
situation, so he?s taken
his ability that he has to
start out with, and he?s
highly motivated. He?s
pushing himself and he?s
working. We?re happy
that he?s doing it.?
?I?m just playing football and having
fun,? Finch said. ?When I get the football,
I do what I can.?
Now having established himself as the
starting running back for Boston College,
Finch hasmade the most of his opportunity.
It may have taken longer than he would
have liked, but he is now doing what he
was poised to do all along: run the ball,

and run hard.
Over his first two starts at Clemson and
Virginia Tech, Finchracked up a combined
37 carries for 173 yards and a touchdown.
But his performance on Saturday in Maryland blew those numbers out of the water.
Finch was depended on all day, running
for 243 yards and two touchdowns on 39
carries.

It?s the classic storyline of the player
stuck behind talent in front of him, and
then shining whenhefinally gets his chance.
Finch playedright away when he got to BC,

but had just 28 carries in mostly garbage
time beforehis season got cut short. In the
six gameshe played, he showed flashes of
star power, but behind Harris, he never got

the chance to be a premier back.
Now thathe is finally getting a substantial amount of carries each game, Finch is
showingpeoplewhy heshould be a starting
running back at the college level.
Saturday?s game at Maryland was a
perfect example of the type of playerFinch
is and how his patient approach has led to
his recent success. Finch fumbled the ball
on two consecutive drives in the first half,
but he did not let that affect his game. He
reboundedto finish thehalf with 152 yards
rushing before continuing to run over the
Maryland defense throughout the second
half. And even if there were Terrapin defenders with hands on him, Finch kept running, and it often took multiple defenders
to bring him down.
?I can?t fumble the ball,? Finch said after
thegame. ?I was disappointed in myselffor
fumbling twice in thefirst half.The coaches
and players toldme to keep my headup and
to hold onto it in the second half.?
The 2008 Kentucky Gatorade player
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Although sloppy conditions limited his ability to cut on Saturday, Finch still kept the defense off balance when hereached the second

of the year certainly did just that, and this
mentality is likely one that helped Finch
get through the last two sickness and
injury-stricken years. His battle to overcome obstacles is one that his teammates
should takenote of, said head coachFrank
Spaziani.
?[Finch] has overcome a lot to get to
wherehe?s at,? Spaziani said.?He?s certainly
by no meanspolishedin anyway becausehe
certainly hasn?t played enough. But he can
only get better and he?s shown me a lot. We
all can learn a lot from Deuce. Hopefully it

will be contagious.?
Starting the season fourth on the depth
chart, Finch couldhave entered the season
with theattitude thathe would not see any
playing time and could have packed it in
because he was unhappy with the situation
he was dealt. But instead, Finch took the
higher road.
?First of all, Deuce has ability, and has
vision,? Spaziani said. ?So he?s got that going for him to start out with. Deuce is at a
position where there?s a lot of competition.
Deuce is hungry. Deuce didn?t like his situation, so he?s taken his ability that he has
to start out with, andhe?s highlymotivated.
He?s pushing himself and he?s working.
We?re happy that he?s doingit.? n
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Finch uses his outstanding vision to set up blocks and find tight creases alongthe offensive line. He?s making his mark as a downhillrunner.
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BC stays on track, claims
four points against Lowell

the board with a first period
goal. Right wings Josh Holmstrom and
Joseph Pendenza added scores of their
own in a feigned attempt at a third period comeback.
In the end, Lowellhad difficulty spotting the cracks in BC?s sound presence
in the net
goaltender Parker Milner.
Notching his seventh win of the young

another excellent performance on the
defensive end, contributing two assists along the way. York noted that his
veteran captain?s presence both on and
off the ice has meant a great deal to the
Eagles? early-seasonsuccess.
?He?s been a leader in our locker
room for a number of years, and, [as
captain] this year, he?s really been an
unbelievableinfluence on our program,?
York said.
Yet both the seasoned York and
veteran defenseman Cross realize that
a well-rounded effort is essential in
developing the championship-caliber
consistency they believe BC can achieve.
Saturday?s game showcased a balanced
attack catalyzedby a couple of newcomers. In addition to Gaudreau?s fifth goal
of the season, fellowfreshman Straight?s
opening-periodscore was the first of his
collegiate career.
?They?re a bunch of goodkids,? Cross
said of BC?s impact rookies. ?When
your freshmen contribute, that helps
your team.?
Inaddition to Saturday?s youth-filled
performance, there was an upperclassman surprise in the form of Brooks Dyroff, who, as a junior, registered his first
career point on an assist to Kreider.
Though Cross believes the 2011
Eagles compare to championship teams
of the past, York?s message to his club
is clear:winning conference match-ups

season, the junior compiled 37 saves in
a solid effort. As with his comrades, Saturday night?s victory was another step

leads to conference titles.
?I don?t care if it?s October or February
that?s how you win a champion-

towardstransformingthe starting goalie?s effective single-game performance
into a conference-winning habit.
?He?s got areas he wants to improve
on, just like our club,? York said in regard

ship,? the coach said.

Hockey, from B1
guns, the Eagles struck right out of the
gate with a quick goal by freshman forward Destry Straight and never paused
to look over their shoulder. Fellow

first-year standout Johnny Gaudreau
followed suit with a searing wrister that
found its way to the back of the net.
Yet, the BC scoring was farfrom over.
The second half of the first frame was
rudely greeted by a slick one-timer off
the stick offorward Steven Whitney and
the first of two scores from relentless
lefty Chris Kreider, whose outstanding
performance earned him player of the
game.When the smoke began to clear,
the Eagles had chased Lowell starting
goalieBrian Robbins from the gameand
amassed a three-goal lead en route to
their fifth consecutive victory.
Sophomore forward Bill Arnold
added both a goal and an assist to the
Eagles? key win.
Amid the heavy fire from BC?s offense, Lowell?s Scott Wilson put his
team on

?

performance, ?but right now
we feel really excited about his performance in goal.?
to Milner?s

BC senior Tommy Cross put on yet

?

alex

trautwig/ heights editOr

Although the Eagles have yet to reach
the heart of their current campaign,
there?s no doubt that BC?s play on the
ice so far is indicative of another banner year. Even so, the ultimate winning
recipe may be to seize the day and take

Parker Milner turned away 37 shots in thefirst game of theweekend series, preserving BC?s unbeaten record against Hockey East opponents.

a season full of obstacles one step at a

BY CHRIS MARINO
Asst. Sports Editor

time.

n

Milner stops barrage of shots at Lowell
In the first game of a home-andhome series against UMass-Lowell,
the No. 1 Boston College men?s hockey
team held on for the 4-2 victory. Savvy
goaltendingfrom junior Parker Milner
and goals from four different Eagles
helped put the team on top at the Tsongas Center.
The Eagles and the River Hawks
scored the bulk of the game?s goals in

the second period after a silent first
20 minutes. Of the six total goals in
the contest, five were recorded in the
second period.
The first goal of the night came off
the stick of senior Paul Carey. The alternate captain cashed in on the power-

alex

trautwig/ heights editOr

With a goal and an assist on Saturday, Bill Arnold continued his torrid start to the

play opportunity at the 3:18 mark. Carey
crossed the puck over to Brian Dumoulin, whoreturned the puck to him as he
reached the slot. Carey set for the slap
shot and found the back of the net.
Just over a minute later, junior forward Steven Whitney netted a second
one to put the Eagles up 2-0. Patch Alber
started the play with a shot from the far
corner. River Hawk goaltender Doug
Carr made the initial stop, but he was
unable to collect the puck. Whitney,
playing in front of the crease, returned
the puck for the goal. The score was
Whitney?s 50th career point.

The River Hawks didn?t go away
easily, though, and came back from the
two-goal deficit on consecutive scores
from seniors Michael Budd and Matt
Ferreira.

With 1:18 left in the second frame,
freshman Johnny Gaudreau netted the
decisive goal to put a halt to the River
Hawks? comeback, and Barry Almeida
locked up the victory with an empty-net
score as time expired.

?We have people really stepping up
andbecoming threatsfor us, but they?re
on all different lines, too,? said head
coach Jerry York of the number of different goal scorers. ?We?ve almostbeen
starting a different line every night. So
whether it?s Billy Arnold?s line moving
pucks or Pat Mullane?s line. Also, Destry
Straight is getting a lot more comfortable at center with Almeida and Carey.

Those three lines are certainly capable
of scoring.?
For Gaudreau, his score continues a
strong stretch of hockey. Heading into
the contest, the freshman had seven
points on three goals and four assists.
?He?s madea really goodadjustment
from junior hockey to the Hockey East,?
York said. ?He?s very smart and uses his
other players extremelywell. His quickness and anticipation is really something
to watch. He?s going to fit in pretty
seamlessly into our offense this year.?
Despite giving up the goals, Milner

had a solid night between the pipes. He
made 37 stops, including 13 in each of

the first two periods.
?He?s had a really good start for the
month of October, giving us what we
hoped for during the summer,? York
said of Milner?s play. ?Parker?s played in
a few key games over his first two years,
but Johnny had been the main guy. But
Parker stepped in last year against Denver. Still the question was, ?Can he play
Friday night and Saturday night every
week, similar to what John did for us??
He?s really showed a lot of poise and a
lot of confidence. His games are very
focused on the puck. He?s square to
the puck. He?s playing his angles very
well. He gives us all a lot of confidence
because there are a lot of positions in
hockey but none are more important
than goaltender.?
The Eagles? initial Hockey East success will have a big impact on not only
the short term, but also the team?s future
playoff hopes.
?Our primary goal is to win the
regular season championship,? he said.
?That?s first and foremost, because that
leads you to everything else. That leads
to a good playoff spot and national
seeding. Those two points available in
October are very similar to the ones
available in late February. It?s great to
start off well to build momentum and
give ourselvesconfidence.? n

Hockey Notebook: Freshmen meld with veterans to form potent attack
BY ANDREW EL-HAYEK

even turned in the highlight of the night.
After a juicy carom off the end boards
left a UMass forward alone with the puck

For The Heights

directly in front of the Eagles? left post,
Milner heroically leapt from the right
post and dove across the goalmouth
making a dazzling, sprawling save on
the doorstep out of sheer instinct and
athleticism.
Milner has been especially concrete
of late. His save total Saturday marked
the third time in the last five games he

With a roster that has experienced a
good deal of turnover in just one year, the
Boston College men?s hockey team has
expected, and so far received, significant
production from theirfreshman players to
complement the abilitiesof the returning
veterans.

The Eagles followed a similar pattern
in their decisive win Saturday over the
UMass-Lowell River Hawks at Kelley
Rink. Freshman forward Destry Straight
openedthe scoring with a goal four-and-ahalf minutes into the first period. Just two
minutes later, freshman forward Johnny
Gaudreauaddeda goalof his own, putting
the Eagles up by two. Gaudreauhas been
a revelation for the squad, tallying nine
points (five goals, four assists) in eight

has made at least 37 stops. This is an
encouraging trend, as it suggests Milner
is improving as the season continues.
?He?s played very, very well, and he?s
improving each game,? York said. ?He?s
got areas he wants to improve on and get
better just like our club, but right now we
really feel excitedabout his performance
in goal.?

games played.
The early leadopened up the gameand
enabledseveral returning players to bury
the River Hawks. Junior forward Chris
Kreider scored two goals and added an
assist, whilefellowforwards junior Steven
Whitney and sophomoreBill Arnold each
had one goal and one assist.
One returning veteran in particular
drew lofty praise from head coach Jerry

IfMilner can maintain his progression
as the season wears on, his team should
be excited, as they will have another

dependable goaltenderanchoring the
team.

Extra points

York: senior defenseman and captain,
Tommy Cross.

alex trautwig / heights editOr

?We have had outstanding leadership
from our captain, Tommy Cross, he?s been
a leader in our locker room for a number
of years now,? York said. ?Officially wearing the ?C? this year, he?s really been an
unbelievableinfluence on our program.?
?The lines are coming together really
well and there?s some chemistry within

Chris Kreider is one ofseveral upperclassmen whose scoring skills haverubbed off on newcomers. He registered two goals and an assist Saturday.

the lines,? said Cross, who also added

memorable and special season.

?It starts with the older guys.
All the older guys love playing and that
filters downto the younger guys and that

Milner continues to improve

good environment to come in
and get better.?
The instant synergy and chemistry
this team has developed is certainly a
major factor in their torrid start and it
must continue for BC to make this a truly
creates a

two assists.

One concerning uncertainty

for the

men?s hockey team

entering this season
they wouldreplace former AllHockey East first-teamer and always
dependable goaltender John Muse after
his graduation. York turned to junior
Parker Milner to fill the gaping void left
by Muse?s departure.
?We had that rock solid John Muse
therefor four years,? York said. ?He backboned a lot of our club?s success and we?re
was how

hoping Parker can take that next step.?
He looks to be headed in the right
direction. Thus far, Milner has done a
commendable job between the pipes.
Milnerentered the game against UMassLowell posting a save percentage of .919
with a 2.13 goals against average and he
continued his success Saturday night
against the River Hawks. Milner tallied
37 saves in another winning effort and

The Eagles put out a strong effort on
special teams Saturday night after some
early-season struggles in that department. Coming in only converting on 18
percent of their power plays, BC scored
twice out of four opportunities. Theyalso
were staunch on the penaltykill, only allowing one goal in six opportunities and
even knocking in a shorthanded goal in
the second period courtesy of Arnold off
the feed from Kreider.
In the win, junior forward Brooks
Dyroff notched his first collegiate point.
It came as an assist on a Kreider goal at
16:57 in the first period. Saturday night
was Dyroff?s debut in the 2011-2012
campaign.

n
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BC out of ACC tourney
Women?s Soccer, from B1
were attacking early on, with the major-

ity of play surrounding the Wake Forest
goal. However, they failed to capitalize
on their opportunities. The Demon
Deacons took advantage of BC?s aggressiveness and snuck a third goal past
Jillian Mastroianni 24 minutes into the
second half, as Jackie Logue buried a

grahaMBeck / heights staff

Despite Thursday night?s snowstorm in Newton, Stephanie Wirth and the Eagles finished the regular season in style with a 2-0 win.

On snowy night in Newton, women?s
soccer ends regular season with a win
BY KIM SCHROER
For The Heights

shot

The No. 7 Wake Forest Demon Deacons and a freak October snowstorm
were no match
Boston College 2
for No. 21 BosWake Forest
0
ton College on
Thursday night in Newton, as the Eagles

pleased with the strong performance by

season.

the defense.
?We are lucky that we havefive strong
defensive players that we are comfortable
with in any combination,? Foley said.
?Wake Forest has one of the leading
scorers in the ACC in Rachel Nuzzolese,
and to limit that offense to just one shot
is a huge testament to our back line and
defense.?
The Eagles entered the game needing a win to secure the fourth and final
home-field spot for the first round of
the ACC tournament, in which higherseeded teams host opening round games
for the first time. BC?s victory also set up
a rematch with Wake Forest yesterday,
which forced the Demon Deacons to stay
in Boston following Thursday?s game to
prepare for Sunday.
The victory allowedthe Eagles to finish the regular season with a record of
11-4-2 overall, with a 6-4 record in the
ACC. BC finished fourth in the league,
which is widely regarded as the most
competitive conference in women?s

?I give our group a lot of credit,? Foley
said. ?After four straight losses, most
teams would get disheartened. It was
incrediblefocus to be able to come back
and turn it around after a little bit of a
slide in the last couple of weeks.?
BC headed into Sunday?s rematch
against Wake Forest playing its best
soccer, and the Eagles have high expectations for postseason play.
?Beating a team ranked higher than
you at a critical time is a great feat psychologically,? Foley said. ?Playing your
best game heading into the postseason
is exactly where you want to be.?
With a senior class determined to
bring BC a national championship,
and renewed confidence following two
impressive victories, the Eagles have
to be excited about their chances this
postseason. They have been in this position before, and last year?s success will
certainlyhelp the team keep its focus this
postseason. The team had hoped that
experience could help them to a deep
run in the ACC tournament before they
start their quest for a second straight
appearance in the College Cup. n

on

on an

cruised to a 2-0 victory that secured
home field advantagefor the first round

of the ACC tournament.
As a cold rain soaked the field, BC
struck early with a goal by forward
Gibby Wagner 10 minutes into the game,
assisted by Victoria DiMartino. Head
coach Alison Foley was relieved thatthe
Eagles were able to strike the first blow.
?It?s hard in those conditions to get
behind,? Foley said. ?The goal 10 minutes
into the game was huge for our confidence with those weather conditions.?
BC added an insurance goal 32 minutes into the first half, as midfielder Julia
Bouchelle took a pass from Stephanie
McCaffrey and burieda shot into the left
corner of the net.
With a two-goallead at the end of the
first half, the defense took over. As the
rain turned into snow, the Eagles? defense
froze the powerful Wake Forest offense,
allowing the Demon Deacons just one

goal that goalkeeper Jillian

Mastroianni tipped over the crossbar

incredible diving save. Foley was

soccer.

After four straight losses late in the
season, the Eagles turned it around with

straight wins heading into tournaplay. Foley is pleased with the way
her team responded to adversity this
two

ment

casions, our problem certainlywasn?t a
lack of creating opportunity.?
The BC defense struggledearly in the
game, giving up two quick goals that put
the Eagles in a hole entering the second

half. Foley stressed the importance of
improving defensivelybeforethe NCAA
tournament.

?We need to tighten up defensively,?
she said. ?We really need to improve
on our corner kicks defensively, as we
saw today.?
The loss eliminates the Eagles from
the ACC tournament. Despite the disappointment of an early exit from the
conference tournament, Foley remains
incredibly optimistic about the play of

header off a corner kick.
Despite the three-goal deficit with
only twenty minutes to play, the Eagles
refused to give up. BC finally received
some good luck when Gibby Wagner
was awardeda penalty kick after being
taken down in the box with 16 minutes
to play. She easily converted with a
her team.
strong shot, low into the right corner
?We played two great games against
past Wake Forest goalkeeper Aubrey Wake,? Foley said. ?I give our team a
Bledsoe.
lot of creditfor facing a 3-0 deficitand
The Eagles continued to control the fighting back. We?re playing great socmomentum for the rest of the game. cer. We just have to stay patient. They
BC made it a one-goal game with 30 know they?re playing great soccer.?
seconds left when Mewis scored off
The Eagles now have a week and a
a corner kick. However, the Eagles
half to prepare before the start of the
weren?t able to pull off a miraculous NCAA tournament. Although their
comeback. They finished the game with recent results suggest they are sliding
a 3-2 loss.
at the worst time, their 2-5 record over
Even though the Eagles outshot Wake their last seven games does not reflect
Forest 23-11 and held a 11-6 advantage how well the Eagles have been playing
in cornerkicks, they were unable to turn against top competition.
their opportunities into goals. BC head
Foley remains incredibly confident in
coach Alison Foley credited Bledsoe and her team?s chances at a nationalchama strong defense for ruining the home pionship, and her attitude has spread
to her players.With the experienceand
team?s opportunities.
?You have to give creditwhencredit leadershipof a talented senior class, BC
is due,? Foley said. ?Their keeper played could surprise a lot of people in this
excellent.She picked up a lot of crosses year?s NCAA tournament. One thing
and made a lot of point blank stops. is certain: no matter what the deficit,
Although she had help from her cross these Eagles certainly are not going to
bar and her posts on two separate ocgive up. n

grahaMBeck / heights staff

Gibby Wagner scored a goalin Sunday?s ACC tournamentgame, but itwas notenough for the win.

Quality goaltending, clutch scoring help Eagles beat Providence
BY DJ ADAMS
Heights Editor
Behind a stellar 37-save performance
from goaltenderCorinne Boyles andthree
unanswered
Boston College 3
scores, the No. 4
Providence
1
Boston College
women?s hockey team (5-1-1, 2-0-1Hockey East) earned its first conference road
win of the season, defeating Providence
3-1 in Schneider Arena.
?On Friday, we played at a rink in
Providence that?s a littlebit smaller than
ours, and that Providence team is pretty
quick, so I thought ourkids dealtwith that
pretty well,? said head coach Katie King
Crowley. ?We were able to come away
with two points and a league road win,
which is always nice, and I thought it was
an overallreally good gamefor us.?
The Friars showed the quickness
Crowley spoke of early in the contest, as
the Eagles found themselves down 1-0
just 2:46 into the game, whenProvidence?s
Laura Veharanta sent a wrister from the
left circle past Boyles? right shoulderfor
the first score of the night.
That was the only puck that found
its way past Boyles all night, though, as
the junior registered a season-high 37
saves and consistently denied the heavy
offensive pressure put on by the Friars.
Her steadiness between the pipes was
instrumental in keeping the score close
at a time when the BC attack had yet to
materialize.
?Corinne played really well for us,?

The goal was Restuccia?s first of the season, and 35th of her career. The senior
raced down the ice after intercepting a
pass near the right wall, flashed a few
quick moves, and then tucked the puck
between the pipes to give BC the lead it
wouldn?t relinquish.
Usually known for her offense, Restuccia has opened her senior campaign
slowly, a factor Crowley believes will
change now that the first goal is out of
the way.
?It was a nice goal for her to kind of
get started a little bit, and help our team
offensively, which she normally does,?
Crowleysaid. ?I was happy that one went
in for her, and hopefullyshe will get on a
little bit of a roll from here.?

Nick rellas
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Corinne Boylesprovided some of her best goaltendingof the year for BC on Friday,making 37 saves in the Eagles? 3-1 win at Providence.

The finalframe was full of penalties,as
both teams committednumerous infractions, but no power plays resulted in any
goals for either squad as offensive action
continued to go back and forth.
Attempting to foster a late comeback,
the Friars pulled Lacasse for an extra
attacker with just under two minutes remaining. This allowedBC?s Taylor Wasylk
to secure the team?s first leagueroad win
and finish off Providence with an emptynetter at 18:49.

Crowley said. ?There were a lot of pucks
around her crease to start off the game,
and she did a pretty good job at holding
downthe fort and giving our team a great
opportunity to get back on offense. Some
games, she is going to see more shots than
others, and this was one of those games.
With all of the offensive opportunities

[Providence] had, she really shut them

swat away but couldn?t smother. Fresh-

man Alex Carpenter took the opportunity
job.?
to bury the loose puck beneath the outMounting a few early offensive opstretched Lacasse.
portunities themselves, the Eagles knotCarpenter?s goal was the first of three
ted the game at 8:37 when defenseman
Jackie Young sent a strike from the blue unanswered scores from the Eagles,
line towardthe net that Friar goaltender which includedforwardMary Restuccia?s
Genevieve Lacasse was able to initially game-winning score in the secondperiod.

downand did a

great

?This gamehas helped us figure some
things out, and try some things that we
really need to work and improve upon
over the next few weeks to be a good
competitor,? Crowley said. ?We want to
make sure that we take care of some of
these things and really start to beardown
for the rest of the year.?

n

Men?s soccer picks up key
victory in
Men?s Soccer, from B1

to have their opponent under two goals
or less. BC is now 12-4 for the season,

the net and bringing the Cavaliersback

and 4-3 in conference play.
The team have one more regular season game against No. 4 North Carolina
on Wednesday before the ACC tournament begins. The Eagles? consistent
defensive play, as well as the emergence
of Kevin Mejia as an offensive force,
should help them find success in their
upcoming matches and provide a push
as the postseason approaches. n

within one goal.
BC had 20 minutes to keep Virginia
from evening the score. A strong effort
from the defense, which allowed just

grahaMBeck / heights staff

Steve Rose missed Saturday?s game at Virginia, but BC held strong.

three shots and none on goal, held the
Cavaliersattack at bay and allowedthe
Eagles to come away with the win.
This match marked the 14th time in
16 games thatthe Eagles have been able

grahaM Beck / heights staff

Diego Medina-Mendezscored an insurance goalin the 48th minute.
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OFFICE OF STUDENT SERVICES

Registration Calendar

Boston University Study Abroad
fc.

BOSTON COLLEGE

Spring 2012

?1

Graduate/WCASU Registration

Registration begins

on

Thursday, November 10.

GSSW Registration

Registration for the spring semester begins at 7:00 p.m. on
Monday, November 14. Courses for students in the Class of 2012
will open at 7:00 p.m. All other courses will open at 7:30 p.m.
Law Registration
Class of 2012 Wednesday, November 30
Class of 2013 Thursday, December 1

J&li&tzt*g? j?a& & & k i fc*&£

Undergraduate Registration
Class of 2012 Friday, November 11, and Monday, November 14
Class of 2013 Tuesday, November 15, and Wednesday, November 16
Class of 2014 Thursday, November 17, and Friday, November 18

1
Auckland
Dresden
Dublin
Geneva

INTERN ABROAD

Class of 2015 is Monday, November 28, and Tuesday, November 29
A&S, LSOE, and CSON students should contact their academic
advisors for academic advising and registration materials.

All Internship Placements Are:
Guaranteed for each student
Personalized for each student
Project-based/academically directed
\u25a0

CSOM Classes of 2012 and 2013 should pick up their registration materials at the departments of their first concentrations.

\u25a0

Haifa

\u25a0

CSOM Class of 2014 should contact their academic advisors
who will give them their registration/degree audit forms with

London
Los Angeles

Madrid

Common Program Features
\u25a0

Open to all majors

\u25a0

Offered fall and spring semesters;

Paris
Shanghai

Washington, DC

CSOM Class of 2015 will receive their registration materials
including degree audits and access codes from their Portico

some also offered in the summer
\u25a0

\u25a0

Sydney

their access codes.

professors.

Full-time BU staff at each site
Housing provided

\u25a0

Organized excursions and activities

\u25a0

Financial aid available

Before registering, reference the Schedule of Courses available on
October 24, 2011, in Lyons Flail, dining hall level. Course
descriptions, syllabi, and course evaluations are available from the
Course Information and Schedule link at portal.bc.edu.

bu.edu/abroad

\u25ba

An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution.
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Contact editor@bcheights.comfor more
Don't guess whether you qualify for the EITC. Know.

We'll do all we can to help you find out whether you're
eligible for the Earned Income Tax Credit. Call us. visit

1.800.TAX.1040

information

Do you wanna dance?

us at irs.gov/eitc or talk to your tax preparer.
Internal Revenue Service
www.irs.gov/eitc

RV'S STILL AVAILABLE

FOR NOTRE DAME GAME
Travel, Tailgate, Drive or
Let Us Drive!
Visit Us Online and Check Out Our Fleet!

Fuller Motorhome Rentals, Inc
1-800-338-2578

www.fullerrv.com

C'M'li Uhll tm rffllfff i for
amis TIM Dmtz Slmmzz
(JflSSlModernlßallet. Tap, etc.)

Auditions: Fri 04 Nov 6:3opm-B:3opm
or Sat 05 Nov l:3opm-3:3opm
Place: Dance Studio on Brighton Campus

Sill mnmrnsmmm
For more info: www.BC.edu/THEATRE
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Reclaiming the lost innocence of Halloween costumes past
FRANCESCA BACARDI
Ever since I was a little girl, Halloween has
been a holiday that I?ve always lookedforward to.
During the preschool years I donned the hit shows
of that era Power Rangers, Wishbone, etc., and
then in kindergarten I upgraded to the Halloween

College.The movie Mean Girls summed the whole
concept up in the famous scene whereGretchen
and her friends talk about how Halloween is the
one day a year when girls can dress slutty and have

ence for all

of the otherkids that are still able to
take part in the great tradition.Even though the
BC bubble isolates us, the real world is still out
there. Who?s On First? isn?t hidden in some secret

?

staples such as a clown, zebra, and the like. Since

I?m not quite sure when we lost it, but somewhere
Halloween came about fasting and going to the

then, however, it has been a slow degradation.
Over the years, Halloween has transformedfrom
a kid-friendly holiday to an X-rated affair. Not that
kids don?t dress up innocently anymore, that?s not
what I?m saying. What I?m saying is our generation
has managed to turn the holiday into a mild version of a pornography film.
On Thursday, at the ever famous bar Who?s On
First?, there was an event called Haunted Who?s.
All sorts of costume were out to play from hilarious ?Where?s Waldo?? to the oh-so-current Occupy Wall Street; the guys pretty much owned the
evening. Most of the girls, on the other hand, wore
costumes that weren?t as funny or as conservative.
Yesterday, while I was making last minute preparations for my costume (I was Dora the Explorer),
my friend Jimmy texted me about his costume. He
asked me what I was dressing up as and I told him.
His response to my costume was the quickest text
messageresponse I?ve ever received in my life; he
accused me of being a ?slutty? Dora. According to
him, therule is that all girls? costumes have to add
the word ?slutty? in front of it regardless of what
the costume actually is. To be honest, the idea of
a slutty five-year-old Dora horrifies me; it?s too

Plex an absurd amount the week of the big day;
you?d think we were all headed on Spring Break
with the way we treat Halloween.
However, as a senior in college, I?m fully aware
of the fact that we can get away with things in college that would never be acceptableout in thereal
world that?s the best part of the whole experience so I understand why people choose the
outfits that they choose. I can?t even deny that I?ve
worn the candy striper outfit last year to the same
event, but hindsight is always 20/20. As Dora,
I was comfortableand danced the night away
because the best part of my whole outfit was that I
was wearing sneakers! Who knew going out could
be so relaxing? So before we all go out and wear
absolutelynothing in this 40-degree weather, let?s
try some other original ideas. After all, we know
?

?

the pictures will end up on Facebook and everyone
will untag half of them because of how risque they
appear to be. Since we?re all limiting our profiles
anyway because of potential jobs, internships, etc.
why put yourself through the shame of reliving the
events anyway? Cringe moments are the worst.
So tonight, let?s all go out in our most ridicu-

creepy.
Have we really gotten to an age where every
costume a

PhOtO

girl wears on Halloween has to have the

modifier ?slutty? in front of it? Apparently so. Last
night proved that to be true. Although there were
many hilarious girl costumes, the amount of revealing costumes in the bar was wildly out of control. This isn?t a phenomenon exclusive to Boston

Since Halloween is no longer a one-day-affair
for us, there is added pressure to come up with a
minimum of three costumes. Some decide to keep
it creative with punny and witty costumes, some
decide to take part in a group costume, and others
go the decolletedirection. I?m not trying to condemnHalloween in any way, shape, or form, I just
wish we could all go back to the age of innocence.
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it be acceptable.
Even though I?m in serious denial about the fact

location; it?s at Fenway where endless amounts
of children can be exposedto these exhibitionist

that we?re all too old to trick-or-treat we would
probably be considered creepy or pedophiles it
doesn?t mean that we have to ruin the experi-

outfits. Althoughthe odds aren?t necessarily there
since it?s 10 p.m. on a Thursday night, it still could

?

?

happen.

lous outfits and have a laugh because these are the
last few years where we can pull this off. Happy
Halloween!
FrancescaBacardi is a staff columnist for The
Heights. She can be reached at features@
bcheights.com

When the treats, the costumes, and the pumpkins just aren't carving it
BY JACQUELINE PARISI
For The Heights
The air is brisk as the temperature slowly yet steadily
creeps down into the 40s. The leaves turn magnificent
colors as they sprinkle across the quad, and scarves and
bootsmaketheirway out of winter storage.Itis undeniable
thatfall is upon us, and with fallinevitablycomes the joys,
frocks, and freights of Halloween- for some, that is.
?I?m definitely a fan of Halloween,? says Sarah Marcinkiewicz, CSON ?l5. ?I love the fall so I associate the
two together.I lovethe activities that come in preparation
for the 31st, like pumpkin carving, decorating the house,
picking a costume, roasting pumpkin seeds, and making
pumpkin bread and muffins.?
Similarly, Ariana Caraffa, A&S ?l5, loves Halloween,
but more because of the youthful feeling that she gets
during the holiday season. ?It?s like you get to be a kid
again no matter how old you are. It?s kind of freeing,?
Caraffasays.
Others, like Courtney Duff, A&S ?l5, love the festivities of the 31st due to its costume aspect, and don?t
become stressedaboutit. ?Because I knowit?s not worth
it,? Duff says.
However, some students claim that the costume
aspect of the holiday is the very thing that makes them
detest it so much because it?s so stressful to pick out a

they dress up anyway so that would help my mom put up decorations,? Duff says. ?All
they are not downers on the spirit of whatthey see as a of our neighborswouldhave a big blockparty and all the
pointless holiday.
kids would get free candy. I have gone trick-or-treating
?I?m just not creative enoughto come up with a good every single year and I hope to this year but I don?t
costume and so many people have good ones, that when
know if it will happen.?
I have a generic costume, I feel like I?m being judged,? says
Some students are more neutral regardingthe holiday;
Alissa Heller, LSOE ?l5.
they don?t love it, but they don?t hate it either.?It?s alright.
Others detesthow the holiday has become more of I have never gotten too excitedabout it,? says Brandon
an extendedweekendaffair than a one-night celebration. Short, A&S ?l4. ?I?m not too big of a costume person: it just
This was especially true this year, when ?Halloweekend?
doesn?t appeal to me. I just don?t go crazy about it.?
So what do the avid Halloween celebrators think of
spanned from Thursday to Monday.
?I hate how Halloween has turned into a week long Boston College students who don?t enjoy dressing up or
affair in which you need a different costume every night. trick-or-treating?
I usually throw together costumes I?ve already worn. I
?I suppose Halloweenisn?t for everyone,? Caraffa says.
wish Halloweencouldbe the week of parties without the ?But I think your childhood depends a lot on how you
costumes,? said Dan O?Neil, A&S ?l3, who added thathis
view holidays. If someone didn?t grow up with trick-orcostume ?will most likelyberidiculed.?
treating or thefun of picking out costumes, I see how they
When asked whether their enjoyment of the holiday wouldn?t like it now.?
has changed as they have grownup, or whethertheirviews
Lindsey Murphy, A&S ?l5, thinks that people don?t
on Halloween have alwaysbeen of the negativesort, most
like Halloween because it just seems like a time for girls
students agreed with the former.
to dress provocatively.
?I think it was way more fun for me when I was
?I think that?s true because girls just want to beable to
younger, as obviously we would go trick or treating and be sluttyand alsobecausebeingsluttyrequires less prepavisit haunted houses,? says Terry Gelsi, A&S ?l5.
ration and less clothing, so it?s easier,? Murphy says.
EvenDuff, who enjoys the holiday, says that it?s not as
Katie McKenna,A&S ?l5, agrees withMurphy. ?I think
as
was
[she]
muchfun when
little.
thatthe peoplewhodon?t likeHalloween are the girls who
?When I was little, we would carve pumpkins and I have nothingbetter to dothan wear no clothes,? McKenna
creative one in time. But,

?

says. ?They take advantageof the holiday instead of embracingeverything about it.?
So whether you are a die-hard Halloweencelebrator who spent weeks planning out a costume and went
trick-or-treating, think it?s just an OK holiday, or detest
it with allof your might, you are certainly not alone. And
once the Halloweenhaters get past the stress of picking
out a costume and the embarrassment of realizing that
everyone else?s costume is way better than theirs, all BC
students will be able to agree on liking one thing about
Halloween the candy. n
?
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Taking the stage behind the scenes: A tribute to BC's stage managers
BY AUBREY PRINGLE
For The Heights
As the curtain closes on another show in Robsham
Theater or the Bonn Studio, the actors revel in their applause. Meanwhile,in the booth at theback of the theater,
theproduction?s stage managerremoves his or her headset,
grinning proudly despitefeelingsof exhaustionand relief.
An enormous project has come to completion, much
thanks to the hard work and precise execution of those
behindthe scenes, especiallythe stage manager, the unsung
hero of any production.
?In making a play there are many creative people all

working towards the goal of one integratedproduction,?
says Luke Jorgensen, a professor in the theatre department.
Jorgensen, a Boston Collegealumnus, has directed a numbershows at BC, includingCode Monkey(a play he wrote
himself, performed in 2009), as well as next semester?s
mainstage production of Shakespeare?s A Midsummer
Night?s Dream. As a director, Jorgensen relies heavily on
the stage manager. Students who choose to stage manage
at BC must beorganized,committed,and dependable.He
or she must have a desire to beinvolved in orchestrating
all aspects of the production, from acting to tech. ?The

stage manageris the one who holds it all together, the go
between, the peace-maker.Having a greatstage manager
is one of the most important elementsof the production,?
Jorgensen says.
Being a stage manager for a BC theater production is
no small task to undertake.The stage manager (or ?SM?
as they say in the theater) is involved in the production
process from the very beginning. The SM is expected to
release an audition announcement, run auditions, and
help thedirector pick and choosewho willbe cast in what
roles. Once therehearsal periodbegins, the SM schedules
rehearsals, gets therehearsal space ready before each
rehearsal, takes notes during rehearsals, and cleans up
afterward. The stage manager reads his or her rehearsal

the production designers at design team meetings. In this way, the stage manageris the liaisonbetween
the actors, the director, and the technical team in charge
of lighting, sound, set, costumes, and makeup. During
performances, the stage manager calls lighting and sound
cues fromthe booth using a headset.
Alex Lucci, A&S ?l2, hasbeen stage-managing since his
sophomore year. He was the SM for Twelth Night (2009),
Trestle at Pope Lick Creek (2010), and most recently for
Into the Woods (2011). ?It was a reallyrewarding experinotes to

ence watching the process start from the early designs
to casting to rehearsaland finallywhen it?s in frontof an
audience.? Onlythe SM and the director get to watch the

entire process unfold since they attend everyrehearsal
and design meeting where the production?s design team
discusses thetechnical aspects of the show.?
Next semester,Lucci willbe taking a leavefrom stagemanaging to try his hand at directing his own show, Lysistrata, theclassic Greekplay. Onlya few theaterstudents
each year have the opportunity to direct a show. As a
director, he is able to handpick his play as wellas his design
team, consisting of a state manager,light designer, sound
designer, set designer, music director, costume designer,
props master, and choreographer. All theseroles will be

filledby fellow students.
Kasey Brown, A&S ?l2, directedSpeak Truth to Power,
a powerful compilationof stories from over fifty human
rights activists. This was an individualproject, not affiliated
with the theater department, but it was the perfect venue
for Brown to combineher passionsfor theaterand social
justice. ?The beautiful thing about art is that anything is
possible. You choose the issues you want to bring to attention. This production really solidifiedfor me the idea
that art andsocial responsibility don?t have to be separate,

they can worktogether,? Brown says.
The process of directingSpeak Truth to Power taught
Brown that directing comes with itsown set of challenges.
?Directing is aboutfinding ways to make your vision become reality, and finding solutionswhen you get told ?no?
over and over,? Brown says.
Through hard work, collaboration, and flexibility,
Brown?s effortswere realizedin a successful performance.
The fulfillment she experiencedhas made her want to
continue directing. She will be the director of Spring
Awakening, a rock musical, next semester.
For theaterstudents who are also talented performers, it can be difficult to leave the spotlight and step
into a new role, be it stage-managing or directing.
Organizationalchallenges,in addition to solelyartistic
ones, plague stage managers and directors. Thus,

the

experience for these students is quite distinct from

performing. ?It?s stressful in a different way in that
instead of learning your part and trying to embody a
character, you have to bemuch more cognizant of the
show as a whole, not just your own responsibilities,?
Lucci says. Despite the struggles, stage-managing and
directing has proven to be a valuableand rewarding
experience for students. n

The work of stage managersbehind the scenes mademuch of what occurred onstagepossible in last week?s production of ?lnto the Woods,? which was presented by the Boston College theatre

Kevin
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Taking it all the way back to the basics with college coursework
ZAMIN HUSEIN
In college, we are oftentimes given
so much freedom that we don?t know
what to do with it. This overwhelm-

ing change from high school has
manifested itself in many ways, like
the fact that we have a colloquial term

for drinking on Thursdays, or the
fact that we show up to class in our
pajamas and sweatpants, and don?t
shave until the weekend or some social event. Essentially, we behave like
children, as if collegeperforms some

strange Benjamin Button effect on us.
As I have learned so many times in
my science courses, for every action
there is an equal and oppositereaction. For the action of our childlike
regression, the work we are assigned
oftentimes has this same childlike and
often demeaningrecession. Now don?t
get me wrong, the work and content
is difficult, but sometimes the way it
is presented to us seems to be in retribution for how babied we have proven

ourselves to be.
a

For example, biology is considered
rather difficult class. We all hear our

pre-med friends complaining about

tion and the core that we are required

how tediousthe reading is or how
much time they put into the class.
However, students in some biology
classes have to go online and listen to
online lessons. No, not read lessons,
but listen to them, as if pre-med kids

to fulfill, we

were exempt from No Child Left
Behind. The slow robotic and predominantly-condescendingvoice tells
you that cells are the building blocks
to life. Just like the professor said in
lecture. Just like it was read in the

Run books that we learned to read
with. Yes, it is difficult. But it makes
us have no desire to continue the
language, if the most stimulating lit-

textbook.
Thanks to the liberal arts educa-

all can relate to the

language core requirement. Now I understand that in learning a language
you have to resort to simple sentences
and diction, but sometimes the work
is about as stimulating as the See Spot

erature

that the languagecan muster

up for us is about riding your bike.
On the other hand in language

classes, they try much too hard to
get us interested and invested in the
language. I like where the intention is
at, but learning about Penelope Cruz?s
religious life and that Lady Gaga is
more popular than Jennifer Lopez
does not seem to help my Spanish, but
rather makes me need to study the
lives of certain pop culture figures, so
I will be able to adequately describe
them when they appear on the next

quiz or test.

Describing is an integral part of every language. But I started to question
the nature of some of the assignments.
Some assignments require describing people based upon pictures that
we are given. The tattooedman with
piercings is given words like daring,
rebellious, strange, and brutish. The
child crying is given words like annoying, conceited, picky, and stubborn.
What if the tattooedman is pleasant,
well-educated, and sensitive? What if

the child is ill or in severe pain? After
all, appearances deceive. Is judging
people based on their appearances a
necessary evil in learning a language?
Now science and languageclasses
the only classes that are guilty
of mocking our intelligence and
destroying our morale. But I find that
are not

many classes in many departmentsresort to silly analogies that are amusing
but not relevant. The thing is that it
is definitely not our professor?s faults,
but rather the things that we respond
to. We respond to childish things, we
are amused by pop culture, and we
find it very easy to judgepeople based
on appearances. It?s embarrassing really, but we can?t expect much more.
I suppose it is a trade off: our dignity
for our ability to wear whatever we
like and do whatever we like in class.
It must be frustrating to be a
professor. You are well respected
all throughout the country for your
research on meta-materials, or are
known as a prominent scholar on
ethical constructions in some play by

Aristophanes, but you have to teach

college students who behave, act, and
beg like they are in kindergarten. I
suppose I would take some satisfaction in treating those students as they
act too.

Zamin Husein is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He can be reached at
features@bcheights.edu.

THE REAL WORLD

Occupying our precious time searching for the appropriate solution
the backeach nightknowing that TedKaczynski is still alive?
With regards to the Occupy Wall Street protests, I think it prudent to

DAN FRIEDMAN
Before I start in on the Occupy Wall Streetprotests, I want to take a
moment to talk aboutthe recent deathsof Georgia inmate Troy Davis and
Muslimcleric Anwaral-Awlaki. Itis a common enough view nowadays to
hear someone proclaim proudly that ?every human life is equaland sacred?
andthat to kill someone is quite simply wrong. Having heardthis view
in themediaand aroundcampus, I wouldbe lyingif I said I wasn?t a little
disturbed.
In the case of al-Awlaki,people similarlycried foul, this time citing
his American citizenship as the cause for their dismay. Indeed, what a
patriotic American he was, hiding out in Yemen and dispersinganti-West,
pro-violencerhetoric across differentmediaoutlets that culminatedin an
attempted assassination of a British MP, Stephen Timms. Legalistically,the
argument supporting al-Awlaki?s death is also strong as the Supreme Court
has ruled, ?A citizen, no less than an alien, can be part of or supporting
forceshostile to the United States or coalition partners and engaged in an
armedconflict against theUnited States,? indicating that the U.S. was justified in using force against a man like al-Awlaki.
It should also be worthpointing out here that President Barack
Obama?s greatest success as president, namely his foreignpolicy, stems
as a direct result of policies initiated by George W. Bush. It certainly is an
irony that Obamakilled more dictators in thelast two years than Bush did
in three.
The first issue to point out about Troy Davis is quite simply that hehas
beenforgotten. People, mostly on the left, got theirrush ofaltruistic adrenaline that week by posting signs of solidarity on theirFacebook pages and
promising never to forget. While it is true people do move on, it is also true
that people like a cause, andwhat a deliciouscause of theweek it was for
them.Distracted by theOccupy movement,a broader discussion on the
deathpenalty has been all but forgotten shows how much Troy Davis?s
supportersreally cared. I, however, would like to share my two cents.
I support the death penalty, not because I am a cold-hearted mercenary
who enjoys watching the lifeebb out of a man?s eyes, butrather because its
premise is based on theidea of moralequivalency. Not everyhuman life
is equal,and people?s decisionsshould have repercussions. If a relative of
yours were killed, whatwould you like to see happen to theperson who
committedthe crime? lam not advocatingkilling innocent people(that
should beobvious enough),but dohumanitariansreallypat themselveson
?

HE SAID, SHE

first state the obvious: thereis a serious crisis in this country. America is
broke. Europe,for the most part, is also broke. There is a hungerfor leader-

ship. Americans do not understand why they have to balance their checkbook at the endof eachweek or face penalties, while the government,
whom they fund, exercises zero fiscal discipline.China essentiallyowns the
American economy, and thoughthey have plenty of troublesof their own
that arise out of a state-run economy, this makes Americans insecure.
The best descriptionof the protests thus far hasbeen byPeggy Noonan
of The Wall Street Journal who said, ?Occupy Wall Street is completely
different. They mean to gain power and swayby going outside the political
system. They are a critique of the political system. They went to the streets
and stayed there. They are not funneling theirenergy into thedemocratic
process, because thereis no marketfor what they are selling:Capitalism
should be overturned, I am angrythat my collegeloan bills are so big, the
government is bad, and the answer is more government. You can?t win
elections in America with thatkind of message.?
Amusingly, protesters are discoveringfirst hand that America?s political
system may beflawedbut ultimatelyprovidesbasic necessities. Food that
should be going strictly to the protestors is beingstolen, as wellas people?s
personal belongings like laptops. One protester described the situation as
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?us vs. them,? however, it was not the99 percent against the 1percent, but

rather theprotests vs. the thieves.
Amusing doublestandards aside, I am often asked how I could think
the constitution is a dead document, or how I can take a conservative
approach to the issues facing America today. It merely seems to me that
our foundingforefathers took extreme pains to form a system that could
last for centuries. As one of our founding principles was small, unobtrusive governmentand thepower of theindividual to provide and take care
of himself, it seemsas ifeach day we are bombardedwith rhetoric that
removes this nation further and further awayfrom its founding code.
The answer to Occupy Wall Street is not, ultimately, to hang the ultra
rich whothepublic perceives to be the problem. The answer should be
fixing theproblem, and until government spendingand crony capitalism is
reigned in, recovery will remain elusive.
Dan Friedman is a staff columnist for The Heights. He can be
reached at features@bcheights.edu

SAID
?Halloween is fast approaching and I?m currently trying to figure out what to be with my roommates. Some of the ideas are a little more promiscuous than I?d like, but I feel as though
that?s what has almost become expected of girls for this holiday.
Any thoughts or ideas to help break this trend??
classy cassie
-

Halloween can be tougH because of
tHe trend tHat you refer to, but to me it all
comes down to dressing up as something that

Halloween always brings on so mucH unnecessary stress. It should be a fun night out

with your friends and should cause as little drama
as possible. There does seem to be a significant
amount of pressure on girls to dress scantily clad
for the big night.Lindsay Lohan even stated in
Mean Girls: ?Halloween is the one night a year
when girls can dress like a total slut and no other
girls can say anything about it.? Judging from
Lohan?s performance in life thus far, it might be
wise to steer clear of her advice. In my opinion,
Halloween doesn?t have to be a lingerie fashion
show. If you have to ask yourself if your costume
is inappropriate, chances are it is. During my time
at Boston College, I have never remembered the

makes you happy. That could manifest itself
in something more promiscuous, but I think
it?s silly to pick a costume solely based on that.
Think back to when you were a kid picking
out your costume, something I know I always
lookedforward to. It wasn?t about what you
looked like, but more about what you were
being. When deciding what to be this year, I
would suggest trying to adopt that mentality
and choose something memorable!It can be
with a group or just by yourself, and it doesn?t
need to be complicated or involved. One of
the simplest ones I saw this weekend was a pumpkin. Simple, sure, but it
was well-executedand showed some effort as it actually required basic
arts and crafts skills. I?m not advocatingfor the pumpkin specifically,
but the point is that you should get excited about what you and/or your
friends are going to be. Think of it like this: people always remember the
best costumes first, not necessarily the ones that show the most skin. I
think the objective should be to gain recognition for being very original
or for executing your idea very well. In the end though, a costume is just
a costume

PhOtO

and the success of the festivities will really be determinedby

costumes that are the most

promiscuous. The costumes that stick in my

mind are the fun and creative ones. I would give more credit to the girl that
dressed up as Abraham Lincoln over a slutty costume. Get your friends
together and come up with something original that you will be able to laugh
at for years to come. I agree with my counter part that sometimes the best
costumes are home made. For example, I saw a lovely group of girls that
dressed up as a six-pack of Bud Light Limes. They were handmade, looked
uniform, and defined originality. You want to be able to look back at your
college years and not cringe when you look at photos of your Halloween

how much fun you have.

costume.

Alex Trautwig is an editor for The Heights. He can be reached at features@
bcheights.com

Madeline Demoulasis a senior staff writerfor The Heights. She
at features@bcheights.edu.
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In the midst of a dreary economy, outlook for students is bright
BY RYAN MCGUILL
Heights

Staff

Just like with any good blind date (if such a thing even exists), conversationaltaboos exist around campus with every socialinteraction. To
your roommate, you don?t bring up the time that he thought he won a
hamsterthrough a survey on Facebookand proceeded to hop around like
an emphatic little girl scout. To Red Sox fans, you don?t talk about the
Historic SeptemberFriedChicken & Beer Meltdownor say JohnLackey?s
name unless you?re beginning it with the prefix of ?over-? and an unflattering connector adjective (i.e. overweight, overpaid).To unlucky freshmen
during the housing selection process, the slightest mention of Williams,
Welch, or Roncalli is a cardinal sin. However, there?s one universal taboo,
Voldemort-ianfor all you Potter enthusiasts out there, that trumps allelse
in terms of its emotional severity.
Students? lives gravitate around college for four excellent years. We
embody the collegeexperienceby joining clubs, freaking out over exams,
and droppingway too much cash on pinnies for intramuralflag football
teams. Four years is a blip in terms of the grandscheme of things, but people avoid talkingabout after-college life like it?s the Plague. For example,
four years ago today, the number one song in America was ?Apologize,?
by One Republic. Doesn?t it seem likeradio stations were playing it every
hour just a few months ago? As incredible as it is, some people struggle
transitioning out of the college lifestyle.Combine that with the ugly state
of the economy, and the stress of the job hunt, and it?s easy to see how
some individuals are affectedmentally and psychologicallyin thosefinal
months of senior year.
Therereally isn?t any reason to let the end of college and the advent of
a full-time job?or lack thereof?eat away at your sanity. ?The economy
isn?t as bad as it was several years ago,? says Theresa Harrigan, director of
theBoston College Career Center. ?We?re also seeing more alumni recruit
directly from BC than in years past, which is a good indication that job
opportunities are opening up.? Even if you?re a political science major
and you suddenly realize that your calling lies in reviving the defunct
Seattle Supersonics franchise, Harrigan says that you?re not out of luck.
?Students put pressure on themselves to find a jobrelated to their major,
but in many cases the skills that students acquire through these majors
are applicableto any profession.? So for you select political science majors, start making some phonecalls to the West Coast. I?d suggest trying
Detlef Schrempf first.
In terms of the psychological impact on students, Thomas McGuinness,
directorof BC University Counseling Services, really doesn?t notice any
correlationbetweenstress over the workforceand depression.?That just
doesn?t happen here,? McGuiness says. ?Students work out those problemsin theirown social circles in the Mods or at the dining halls. There?s
definitely a handfulof students every spring who collapse and stop going
to class, but it?s a very small number.? McGuinness further critiques the
notion thatstudents? depression could belinked to the struggles of finding
a jobby stating that it?s never justbecause of one issue. ?Students who come
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The Boston College Career Centerprovides a number of differentresources for students worried about the difficulty of finding a job after they graduate.
in here are typically dealing with anxiety or frustration over friendships
For the underclassmenwho feel removed and distantfrom the entire
and relationships,? he says. ?We don?t ever seekids who are only worried job hunt, Harrigan says that being proactive is the best course of action.
aboutfinding a job. There?s always more under the surface.?
?Exploration is key,? she states. ?It?s good for students going into their
However, problems often arise when frustrated students go to counjunior year to pursue their interests in finding an internship, while going
seling services in hopes of having their fearsof the work world assuaged. into your senior year, students typically select an internship that involves
?Students sometimes don?t even go into the career center in the first what they want to do for a profession.?
Overall, Harrigan?s positivity should be a reassuring force for those
place,? Harrigan says. ?They go to counseling services first and freak out
because they thinkthey don?t have a career.? Harrigan suggests a visit to students who are mentallystrainedover the stress of the jobhunt. ?Finding
the career center to students of all ages, where they?ll help you strategize a job is a job in itself,? she says. ?On a scale of one to 10, I?d say that the
state of student employment after graduating is an eight and growing.?
for success. However, if you?re not feeling theshort walk over to 38 Commonwealth Avenue, click on the CareerCenter?s home page and peruse
As for McGuinness, heoffers one brief, butcomforting, piece of advice
their alphabetized index of helpful surveys filled out by employed BC for those second-guessers and neurotic naysayers out there. ?It?s gonna
alumni and theiremployers.
be okay!? n

Financial resources for students come in a variety of ways at BC
From Financial Aid, 810
to students. Since its

inception one year ago, the programhas seen

substantial growth, especially in the number of students seeking a
mentor, says Marsia Hill, senior financial aid associate and director
of Successful Start. The programcalls for students to meet with
a mentor for three to six hour-long sessions that are intended to
address any financial concerns of the mentee and advise them on

budgeting techniques.
Financial literacy aside, Successful Start is demonstratingits

understanding of student needs regarding all those little costs,
aside from tuition, that accumulate and impose a financial burden on students with its new initiative, the winter clothing drive.
From Oct. 12 through Nov. 1, Successful Start is collecting new
or gently worn winter gear to be redistributed to members of the
BC community in need of winter clothing.
?You know how expensive it is to get winter clothes, and being in New England, you can?t just have one jacket you have to
have several because the weather is so different and you can
never tell,? Hill explains. With increasing numbers of the students
hailingfrom warm states where winter jackets are not included
in one?s wardrobe, many students have to purchase winter gear
when they arrive in Boston a cost that many people might not
immediately anticipate they will incur.
By sponsoring this clothing drive, Successful Start is helping
?

?

?

paint a prettier face for the financial aid office, which students
often deem to be an intimidating place and which many only visit
to

when the FAFSA deadlineis approaching.?I think that?s one thing
students need to know that the financial aid office is not a scary
place,? Hill says. ?We?re here to help you as much as we can.?
And they actually are looking out for the students? best interests, including their wallets. Cordella says that Student Services is
constantly trying to cut costs for both the officeand for the student
body. For example,by instituting electronic payments and eliminating the need for paper checks, the office cut costs immensely.
Instead of sending grade mailers to the home of every student each
year, Student Services made this service available solely upon request after determining that the majority of students pay no mind
to the paper copy of their grades after they have already viewed
them online.
?We try not to take things that the students want away for the
sake of cost, but things that we know they?re not using is what we
try to get rid of,? Cordellasays. By cutting costs in certain areas,
Student Services is able to allocate more money to fund Successful
Start, among other programsand initiatives, or they hand the money
?

over to the University to help with the bottom line.
Among the things that students would like to get rid of are the
numerous fees that are tacked on to the total cost of their college
education. Contrary to what students might have assumed, Cordella
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Lyons Hall is the main headquarters for BC?s financial aid office and services.

says that the University is continuallyassessing the necessity of fees
and whether they should be done away with, an initiative that has
resulted in the elimination of a number of fees over the years.
The Plex was one of the facilities that used to have a fee until it
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decided that the majority of undergraduate students use the
Plex and so it could be covered by tuition instead.
Before students moved out of their senior residences once and
for all, they were formerly charged a graduation fee, which was
implemented to cover the cost of diplomas and the additional
manpower on the part of BC that was necessary to prepare students
for graduation. ?And that was eliminated,? Cordellasays. ?We were
like, ?You know, the cost of printing a diploma after four years of
asking you to pay this amount of money, why are we asking for $5O
to graduate???
The same reasoning was behind the elimination of the smallfee
that accompanied the retrieval of a transcript in previous years.
Now, Student Services mails transcripts all over the world free of
charge.
All things being said, in this crazy, expensiveworld, it looks like
BC students are in good hands. n
was

Halloween costumes are fun and expressive of one?s interests
From Halloween Costumes, 810

usually the betterbet.
Halloweengives us an excuse to be someone-or
Not everyone is as ambitious as Jimmy Fitzgersomething-else for a few nights. We can get into
ald, A&S ?l2, whoplans to wear a simpleblack shirt character andbe a little silly or frightening or sexy
and black pants with a Phantomof the Opera mask. or ironic. The infinite possibilities are what make
?I didn?t want to put in too much effort,? he says. this holiday so fun, and there is something undeniNot only did this costume save time, it saved money ably alluring about embracinganother persona. In
as well. The mask was the only item Fitzgerald today?s society, with the übiquity of social media
purchased for his costume, and it only cost $4.
like Facebook and Twitter, we are constantly shapThere has been a big emphasis this year on ing images of ourselvesand presenting ourselves to
group costumes. Group costumes often require a
the world.The modernfocus is on an individual?s
little more forethought and effort, because even identity, and we spend so much of our time and
if everyone in the group buys premade outfits, energy on the presentation of ourselves that Halthe group still must plan out the specificities of loween occupies a unique space in our social conthe costumes. For example, in a group of four sciousness, because it is the one weekendwhenwe
Ninja Turtles, there cannot be two Michelangelos take a break from being and promoting ourselves.
are

and no Raphaels. Group costumes also require

This weekend is the time we get to show ourselves

the guaranteed attendance of all members of the
group in order for the costume to succeed. At a
party on Saturday night, a lonely Dr. Watson was
found wandering around, sans Sherlock Holmes.
While the Sherlock Holmes outfit can be worn
independently,Dr. Watson requires his comrade
to make much sense as a costume concept. The
abandoned individual declined to comment, but

as somethingcompletely different.This might offer
an explanation as to why so many people belabor
the decision of what to wear for Halloween. Sure,
it might be easier to be a vampire everyyear, but
it?s much more exciting to find a costume that
really speaks to you or to organize an awesome
group costume.
Everyone approaches Halloween costumes
differently, but it?s the chance to embrace another
character that is so widely appealing. Whether
you keep it simple or pull out all the stops, dressing up for Halloween is a fun escape from the
ordinary. n

proceeded to spend the entirety of the evening as
an ambiguously-dressed,mustached gentleman.
For those who really don?t want to put any
thought or energy into costumes, individual, last-

minute, ?what-do-I-have-in-my-closet?? costumes
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Students differ on the amount of effort and creativity they put into their costumes, resulting in differentcreations.
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PLAYING DRESS UP
PhOtO

BY KATEIANNARONE
For The Heights

the theme,? she says. ?So I decided to be Katy Perry. Plus, we
same name.? An alumnus attended a party on Friday, dressed as

The time of reckoning has come. Every year, theend ofOctober brings
an opportunity, and people across the country must make their decision.
Selecting your courses has nothing on this resolution and choosing next
year?s roommate will not impact your life nearly as much. No, this weekend was the culminationof the most arduous, intense decision-making
process of the year, andthe question thathasbeen looming over us all will
be answered:What will this year?s Halloween costume be?
The decisionprocess is easyfor some, butfor others, it weighson their
mindfrom the beginning of the school year. Elle Rapport, A&S ?l2, has
been thinking abouther costume since the end of the summer. She takes
Halloweenvery seriously, and claims to have changed her mind ?dozens
of times? before settling on her final three costumes over a month in advance. On the opposite end of the spectrum, there are people who don?t
think about their costume until an hour before going out. The decision
is madefor thembased on what they can scrounge together from their
own belongings.Severalsad individuals emergedthis weekend in ordinary
T-shirtsand jeans,as the glittering, masked, cloaked, and colorful masses
lookedon in scorn.
Katie Fuccillo, A&S ?l3, didn?t have to think very hardfor her costume.
?I was Lady Gagalast year, and it was such a success thatI had to continue

have the
the same
character he had been for four years in college. He found somethingthat
he liked, so he didn?t have to think aboutit.
Droves of peoplerely on charactersfrom booksand movies or celebrities for costume ideas. When browsing racks in costume stores or photo
gallerieson Halloween websites, it isn?t difficult to find a costume for just
about any character imaginable. Judgment must be exercised, because
no one wants to show up to a party with 50 Snookies. Major events that
happenedduring the previousyear can also provide costume ideas. When
visiting American Apparel for a Plexapalooza outfit in early October,
Fuccillo found that allof the entire stock of blackturtleneckshad already
been purchased by the hoards of people dressing up in honor of Steve
Jobs.Severalpeople designedcostumes thatspoketo theOccupy protests,
including an Elmo with an ?Occupy Sesame Street? sign.
Yan O, A&S ?l2, is not content to rely on a pop culture figure, so she
needs a sparkof inspiration to dream up a unique costume every year. This
enlightenmentcan strike at any time. O found her costume from a photo
she saw online.?I saw this picture of a space girl, and it was so artistic and
well-madethat I had to try and replicate it,? O says.
Once the fateful decision has been made, the costume must be as-

sembled or purchased. Fuccillo went to great pains to make her costume
for last year. ?I got the Gaga wig and made a dress that looked pretty
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authentic,? she says. ?But it took a really long time to put together.? This
year, Fuccillo decided to cut some corners and save some time, whilestill
managing to look fabulous for Halloween. She ordered her Katy Perry
costume online.?It was easy. I just googled?Katy Perry costume,? and five
sites poppedup,? Fuccillo says.
Halloween can also be an opportunity to demonstrate your inventiveness and resourcefulness. Catalina Rodriguez, LSOE ?l2, decided to make

her costume from things she could find around her room. ?I used a salt
rimmer as a hat,? she says.

Rapport has three different costumes, one for Thursday,Friday, and

Saturday night. She hasbeen planning each of thesecostumes months in
advance, ordering the necessary supplies to assemblethe costumes. She?s
an art major, so buying a premade costume is not an option. Instead, she
stitches and sews an adorablesailor costume, completewithmeticulously
styled hairand make-up. She also madea Sherlock Holmes costume and
a mustard bottle outfit to accompany her hot dog-cladroommate.
Some people decide to devote their efforts to make-up, as Kristen
Drew, A&S ?l2 didfor her Black Swan attire. Adhering to online pictures
of Natalie Portman, Drew faithfully recreated the diva face, taking care
to capture the feathered look above the eyes.

See Halloween Costumes, B9

Grabbing the bill by the horns
BY BROOKE SCHNEIDER
Asst. Features Editor
Wedged between ?Medical Insurance? and
?Parking Permits and Citations,? there lies a
link that often goes unnoticed when browsing
on Agora Portal. It has an unofficial popularity
rating thatfalls far below that of ?Enter Webmail? and ?My Res Life,? which are frequently
visited by Boston College students. This mystery link is labeled ?My Bill,? and it provides
the channel through which tuition is paid and
billing statements are made accessible.
This is one part of Agora that some
students might never see if their parents are
responsible for taking care of the finances.
?In August, when we send out the note to
the students who haven?t paid their bill, and we
say, ?You haven?t paid your bill, we may have to
put restrictions on you,? and it?s an immediate
call to Mom and Dad,? says Chris Cordella,
bursar and director of Student Operations.
?We?ll get thestudent on the phoneand then
they?ll be like, ?Yeah, I?ve got to call Mom, I
thought they took care of it,? but they don?t
look at the bill to see that Mom and Dad paid
it.? Cordella says that generally, he observes
grad students being more involved in the tuition payment process than undergraduates.
Even though some students admit that their
parents take care of the financial business,
they still strive to be aware and to familiarize
themselves with theirbill. ?It is important for
me to be aware,? says Alex Szigety, CSOM ?l3.

?Since I have student loans out in my name,
it?s important to know where thosefunds are
going.?
The University offers services that help to
cultivate this attitude of financial responsibility. In addition to understanding the cost of
a college educationand how to manage one?s
finances while in school, BC wants to prepare
its students for life after college and the payment of bills other than yearly tuition. ?We
were afraid they were graduating,thinking
the BC bubblewas exactly what the world
is,? Cordellasays. ?We are trying to say, ?No,
you have bills and they don?t care that you?re
two days late, and they?re going to charge you

interest.??
Seven yearsago, these concerns were addressedby financial aid associates and others
in the field, resulting in the launch of Successful Start, a program that helps to build financial literacythrough a series of workshops.
Each semester, Successful Start hosts between
six and eight workshops thatfocus on topics

like budgeting and financial management,
credit cards, and filing taxes. For students that
are unable to attend the workshops, notes

from each workshop are availablefor viewing
on SuccessfulStart?s website.
In its continuous quest to promote fi-

nancial literacy, Successful Start addedPeer
Money Mentors to its list of services provided
See Financial Aid, B9
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